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Executive Summary 
Magnitude of poverty and economic hardship  
In 2006, nearly 1.5 million Ohioans were living in poverty, up from about 
1.2 million in 1999. At 13.3% of state’s population, this was the largest 
proportion to be considered poor since the 1960s War on Poverty. Ohio 
has historically had a lower poverty rate than the U.S., but 2006 marked 
the first time it matched the national rate. Between 1999 and 2006 
alone, the number of Ohioans in poverty increased by about 316,000.  
The poverty level alone does not illustrate the full extent to which 
Ohioans are experiencing economic hardship. In 2006, the Census 
Bureau’s poverty threshold for the U.S. was $20,444 for a 2-adult, 2-child 
family. However, self-sufficiency measures produce income thresholds 
from 200% to 250% of the federal poverty level. In 2006, 30.6% of 
Ohioans—3.4 million people—had incomes below 200% of poverty. 
About the research  
To better understand the current state of poverty in Ohio, the Ohio 
Association of Community Action Agencies (OACAA) asked Community 
Research Partners (CRP) to conduct research that explores the evolving 
characteristics of poverty and how local, state, and other stakeholders 
are addressing the issue. The following methods were used to prepare 
The Real Bottom Line: The State of Poverty in Ohio:  
• Review of literature on the causes and nature of poverty; 
• Analysis of demographic, social, economic, and program data that 
provide a snapshot of the Ohio economy, poverty in Ohio, and 
community needs and progress in addressing poverty;  
• Focus groups, hosted by the local Community Action Agency (CAA), 
in Cleveland, Columbus, and Marietta; and  
• Case studies of CAA initiatives identified by the Ohio Department of 
Development and OACAA as best practices.  
The state’s 12 Economic Development Regions EDR) (see Map 1 in 
report) served as the primary geographic unit of data analysis for the 
research.  
Poverty characteristics and trends 
Demographics of poverty 
Contrary to commonly held perceptions of who is poor, poverty affects 
Ohioans of many ages, races, ethnicities, and household types. In fact, it 
is estimated that 6 of every 10 U.S. adults will be poor for one year or 
more by age 75. In 2006, non-Hispanic whites were the largest racial 
group among Ohio's poverty population, representing 66% of all 
persons in poverty. However, other groups had higher poverty rates:  
• Young children and young adults (23%) 
• Single female-headed families (40%)  
• Unrelated individuals age 15+ (25%) 
• Black or African-American persons (30%)  
• Hispanic/Latino persons (22%) 
Groups with low 2006 poverty rates included older adults (9%), whites 
(11%), and married persons with children (5%).  
The working poor 
The majority of Ohio families in poverty in 2006 were employed. Among 
married couples in poverty, two-thirds held a job in 2006, while 62% of 
poor single female-headed families and 46% of poor individuals were 
employed. Many working Ohioans, however, cannot rise above poverty 
because they are in low-wage jobs. In 2007, 1.1 million Ohioans over the 
age of 18, a quarter of the state’s labor force, earned less than $10 an 
hour.  
Focus group participants observed a rise in the number of working poor, 
due to a variety of broad economic factors. The first is the shift from 
well-paying manufacturing jobs to lower-wage service and retail jobs. 
Manufacturing employment decreased in Ohio by over 137,000 jobs 
between 2001 and 2005, with additional projected losses of 77,000 
between 2004 and 2014. A second factor is the rising costs of basic 
goods and services, including transportation, food, and health care. Add 
to these factors the current state of the economy, and the result is a 
“new layer” of poverty that includes people who are experiencing a 
need for public assistance for the first time.   
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Education and poverty 
Education is a key to low-income persons obtaining jobs with wages 
that can move them out of poverty. Nearly 1 in 4 Ohio adults age 25+ 
without a high school degree was living in poverty in 2006, compared to 
only 1 in 12 with some college or an Associate’s degree.  
A vicious cycle 
Focus group participants described a “vicious cycle” of persistent poverty 
that is reinforced by obstacles to building economic assets. An example 
is reliance on payday loans to meet short-term or emergency expenses. 
Many people who are poor are one crisis away from losing whatever 
progress they made, especially given that family and friends lack the 
means to provide financial support. A byproduct of this “generational 
poverty” is a different set of norms and expectations that represents 
another obstacle to long-term prosperity.  
The geography of poverty 
Recent increases in poverty occurred in all 12 state Economic 
Development Regions, but there were differences across regions:  
• The largest numbers of persons in poverty (over 200,000) were in 
the Northeast and Central Economic Development Regions, areas 
with large urban counties. 
• The Southern and Southeast regions in Appalachian Ohio had the 
highest poverty rates (19%).  
Focus groups noted that poverty has followed the movement of 
population and employment out to the suburbs. This has created many 
challenges, as service providers reach out to a more dispersed base of 
clients, who themselves are facing rising fuel costs, lack of public transit, 
and difficulty accessing housing and job opportunities.  
Addressing poverty  
The federal government response to poverty has fluctuated over time, 
from large-scale efforts during the Great Depression of the 1930s and 
the War on Poverty in the 1960s to the less centralized measures of 
today such as the Earned Income Tax Credit. The face of poverty has also 
changed through the years, with greater rural poverty prior to 1960, 
higher inner-city concentrations circa 1980, and a more diffuse 
geography today.  
Community Action Agencies originated from the Economic Opportunity 
Act of 1964, during the War on Poverty. Today, there are 52 CAAs in 
Ohio that provide services that include basic and emergency needs, early 
child care and education, housing, job training and placement, and 
health care. The Community Action Partnership, which represents CAAs 
at the national level, produced a report in 2008 called Rooting Out 
Poverty: A Campaign by America’s Community Action Network. The five 
action themes from that report served as an organizing framework for 
the discussion of issues in The Real Bottom Line (Table E-1).   
Taking action in Ohio  
Focus groups with local service providers provided valuable information 
regarding the barriers to implementation of strategies to “root out 
poverty,” as well as suggestions for how state and local stakeholders can 
overcome those barriers and take action. Common themes across the 
focus groups are summarized in Table E-2. 
Final thoughts  
Poverty and economic hardship in Ohio exist across demographic and 
geographic boundaries, comprising a wide array of issues that need to 
be addressed. Rooting Out Poverty reflects this complexity and breadth, 
just as focus groups discussed matters beyond poverty, such as school 
curricula and drivers’ licenses.  
A policy to reduce poverty must incorporate a broad perspective, along 
with experience and knowledge from on the ground. Existing best 
practices by local and state stakeholders provide a foundation for policy 
reform. Policies and programs must be comprehensive and coordinated, 
balancing short- and long-term objectives to help people who are in 
poverty and, in turn, broader communities throughout Ohio.
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Table E-1. Addressing Poverty: Key Facts, Stakeholder Perspectives, and CAA Models   
ROOTING OUT POVERTY  
ACTION THEME 
OHIO FACTS AND FIGURES FOCUS GROUP OBSERVATIONS OHIO CAA CASE STUDIES  
Maximize participation 
Leveraging the skills and potential 
of people in poverty by engaging 
them in programs and activities 
designed to build stronger 
communities and create more 
effective solutions to poverty. 
 • Outreach activities can be more 
effective with participation of 
community residents and target groups.  
• Participant involvement in programming 
builds trust between clients and service 
providers, particularly those not 
comfortable in seeking assistance. 
• Akron Summit Community Action 
facilitates neighborhood development 
initiatives, where staff works with 
neighborhood groups to help address 
concerns, share information about 
social services, and develop long-term 
plans. 
Build an economy that works 
for everyone 
Developing economic and 
workforce development strategies 
that produce better job 
opportunities and that addresses 
financial and economic conditions 
of all residents. 
 
• Ohio is projected to add 425,800 jobs from 2004 to 
2014, but also to lose 77,000 more manufacturing jobs. 
• The largest job growth will be in service sectors such as 
health care, social services, waste services, professional 
and technical services, accommodation and food, and 
retail. 
• In February 2008, 352,000 persons in the Ohio labor 
force were unemployed. 
• Replacement of manufacturing jobs 
with lower-paying service jobs has 
contributed to growing number of 
“working poor.”  
• There is a need to develop jobs that pay 
a living wage, across a wide range of 
skill and education levels. 
• WSOS Community Action Commission 
collaborates with employers to provide 
training in marine trades to address 
gaps in the local labor market.  
• Community Action Committee of Pike 
County operates a Microenterprise/ 
Small Business Lending Program that 
provides financing, training, and 
counseling, especially for persons who 
are unable to secure a traditional loan. 
Invest in the future 
Investing in education and training 
that build the knowledge and skills 
of today’s youth for the jobs and 
industries of tomorrow. 
 
• More than 30% of the 130,000 children who enter 
kindergarten in Ohio require intervention services. 
• The 2005-06 high school graduation rate for Ohio’s 
economically disadvantaged students was 75%, 
compared to 89.1% for non-disadvantaged students. 
• More than 2.1 million Ohio adults age 25-54 have no 
postsecondary education.  
 
• Funding for education and health 
programs are long-term investments in 
human potential. 
• Adults face challenges in balancing 
short-term and long-term objectives 
with regard to education and 
employment.  
• Job and life skills need to be a part of K-
12 curriculum and youth programming. 
• The Cincinnati-Hamilton County 
Community Action Agency Blueprint 
for Success pre-apprenticeship program 
provides training for youth in 
construction trades, along with 
academic and support services. The 
Fatherhood Initiative helps fathers to 
become more engaged parents.  
Maximize equality of 
opportunity 
Removing barriers and 
implementing policies and 
initiatives that ensure equal 
opportunity for all those seeking 
to improve their situations, skills, 
and futures. 
• Racial and ethnic disparities exist in mortgage lending, 
homeownership, and business ownership. 
• 2.1 million Ohioans struggle to cover basic needs due to 
gaps in program coverage and eligibility. 
• One-third of eligible Ohioans do not receive food 
stamps, and 260,000 eligible adults and children do not 
receive health benefits.   
• Agencies are providing programs 
focused on financial literacy, 
emphasizing the need to build assets.  
• Service providers combine technology 
and targeted outreach to reach people 
in need.  
• Columbus-Franklin County CAA has 
staff who speak foreign languages to 
help immigrants and refugees access 
programs and services. 
 
Ensure healthy people and 
places 
Improving quality of life through 
access to adequate health care 
and safe and healthy homes and 
communities. 
 
• In 2004, 13% of Ohioans were without health 
insurance, and 4 of 5 were in working families. 
• In 2007-2008, the average wage needed to afford a 2 
bedroom apartment in Ohio was $13 an hour. 
• Ohio had 16.8 foreclosure filings for every 1,000 
households in 2007. 
• In early 2008, 1.1 million Ohioans received food 
stamps, the highest in state history.  
• Problems resulting from the lack of 
health care can be compounded by the 
stresses of living in poverty.  
• Organizations are taking action to 
address the problems of health care, 
nutrition, and housing faced by low-
income families. 
• Community Action Agency of 
Columbiana County operates three 
medical clinics and one dental clinic, 
with a focus on preventative care. 
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Table E-2: Taking Action in Ohio: Themes from the Focus Groups   
THEME BARRIERS  ROLE OF THE STATE  ROLE OF LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS 
Scarce resources 
With rising costs, increasing need, and 
fewer resources, it is necessary to find 
ways to enhance and maximize 
funding.  
 
• A “new layer” of poverty has increased demands on 
service providers. 
• Rising costs of goods and services are affecting both 
clients and service providers.  
• Addressing poverty does not appear to be a priority of 
the federal government.  
• Invest in programs with high current 
costs, but long-term payoffs 
• Coordinate diverse state programs (e.g. 
Ohio Benefit Bank) 
• Take action to remove disincentives for 
local cooperation 
• Collaboration, communication , 
and cost savings among services 
providers to make the most of 
existing resources 
• Partner with, rather than compete 
against, each other 
 
Complex problems 
The complex and inter-related 
problems of poverty require a 
comprehensive approach incorporating 
mainstream and targeted policies and 
short-term and long-term initiatives. 
 
• Some problems (e.g. education funding, curriculum) 
are beyond the scope or capacity of local stakeholders. 
• Clients and agencies both struggle to balance 
addressing short-term needs while trying to effectuate 
long-term change.  
• Program eligibility requirements, e.g. income limits, do 
not recognize that living conditions are often in flux 
for those who are poor.  
• Program options are limited for individuals without 
children 
• Reform the K-12 school curriculum to 
prepare students for life and 
employment, including financial literacy  
• Promote broader application of local best 
practices. 
• Realign existing programs and reduce 
bureaucracy to better meet client needs 
• Establish phased income thresholds and 
timetables for eligibility for benefits to 
support stability 
• "Layer” services, linking services 
across different fields (e.g. 
workforce development combined 
with housing and childcare 
supports) 
• Link short-term relief with long-
term programs, such as financial 
counseling 
• Coordinate services in a way that 
looks at the whole person, 
addressing multiple issues, rather 
than requiring clients to go to 
multiple agencies 
Local knowledge 
Local stakeholder and client 
knowledge are crucial inputs in 
ensuring program effectiveness.   
 
• Large-scale initiatives from state government, 
foundations, or banks can be disconnected from 
actual need. 
• State policy biases can lead to missed opportunities. 
• Develop an understanding of local 
conditions in creating new policies. 
• Allow flexibility for agencies on the 
ground to direct resources to community 
needs. 
• Look to local best practices first, before 
seeking expertise from outside Ohio 
• Create more effective policy through 
local participation and buy-in  
• Bridge the gap between the 
mainstream perspective and the 
culture of people living in poverty  
• Create a cohesive policy platform, 
incorporating what has been 
learned by experience. 
 
Political will 
Poverty has not been a significant part 
of the political or civic discourse; 
political will is needed to dedicate 
resources and effectuate change. 
• Political visibility of low-income citizens is hindered by 
low voting rates and a lack of a defined voting bloc.  
• Fewer businesses are locally owned, so there is less 
engagement in community issues.  
• Effective solutions are less tangible, with payoffs 
beyond the political term or foundation funding cycle.  
• Some of those who are most in need are not politically 
popular causes (e.g. former inmates, sex offenders).   
• Provide bold vision and leadership 
• Set a short-term target for reducing 
Ohio’s poverty rate 
• Supplement long-term policies with 
short-term wins to help build political will 
 
• Be vocal advocates on poverty 
issues 
• Serve as a local data warehouse 
• Provide technical assistance to 
community organizations to help 
attract resources and mobilize 
residents 
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1. Introduction 
In 2006, 13.3% of Ohioans—over 1.5 million people—were 
living in poverty, the largest proportion of the state’s population 
to be considered poor since the 1960s War on Poverty.1 
—U.S. Census Bureau  
Who are the Ohioans living in poverty? What factors contributed to 
this increase? What are the state and local stakeholders doing to 
address poverty? What more should be done? These are questions 
that the Ohio Association of Community Action Agencies 
(OACAA) sought to answer when they asked Community Research 
Partners (CRP) to conduct research on the state of poverty in Ohio. 
The Real Bottom Line is intended for use by public officials, funders, 
practitioners, and concerned citizens as both a primer on the state of 
poverty in Ohio and a starting point for developing strategies to 
address this pressing issue. 
About OACAA and the CAA network 
Community Action Agencies (CAA) were created with the passage 
of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. They are locally 
controlled private nonprofit organizations, each with a tripartite 
board comprised of low-income residents, public officials, and 
private community leaders. The mission of CAAs is to reduce the 
causes and symptoms of poverty at both the individual and 
community levels. Self-sufficiency among low-income persons is 
central to that mission. CAA programs and services include early 
childhood care and education; medical clinics; basic and emergency 
needs; adult learning, job training and placement; affordable housing 
and housing counseling; utility assistance and home weatherization; 
and training in life skills, financial literacy, and asset development. 
In Ohio, there are 52 Community Action Agencies, with services 
available to every county. CAAs are primary recipients of federal 
                                                                
1 This finding was previously made, with regard to Ohio’s 2005 poverty rate, by The Center for 
Community Solutions, in The State of Poverty in Ohio: 2007. The report noted that the 1959 
estimated Ohio poverty rate in the 1960 decennial census was 15.9%. 
Community Service Block Grant (CSBG) dollars. During program 
year 2006, Ohio CAAs received over $523 million in federal, state, 
and local funds. Ohio ranks second among all states in the amount of 
resources administered by its community action network.2 
The Ohio Association of Community Actions Agencies is charged 
with support and unification of Ohio’s community action network. 
OACAA provides training, mentoring, and other tools to CAA 
directors, staff, and boards. OACAA is an advocate for member 
organizations and strives to coordinate programs and resources and 
keep the network aware of statewide and national best practices. 
About Community Research Partners 
Community Research Partners is a non-profit research center based 
in Columbus that strengthens Ohio communities through data, 
information and knowledge. Since 2000, CRP has undertaken more 
than 150 programs and projects in the areas of community data, 
applied and policy research, and program evaluation, both within and 
outside of central Ohio. CRP is a partnership of the City of 
Columbus, United Way of Central Ohio, the John Glenn School of 
Public Affairs at OSU, and the Franklin County Commissioners.  
Research Methodology 
CRP used the following sources and methods to prepare this report:  
• Demographic, social, economic and program data. The report 
includes data that provide a snapshot of economic conditions in 
Ohio, the characteristics of the poverty population, and 
community needs and progress in addressing poverty. Primary 
data sources are the U.S. Census Bureau, Ohio Department of 
Development, and Ohio Department of Job and Family Services. 
CRP sought to use the most recent data available at the time of 
this report and to provide data at the county level when available. 
                                                                
2 Ohio Department of Development, Office of Community Services website: 
http://www.odod.state.oh.us/cdd/ocs/cacs.htm, accessed 04.29.08 
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• Focus groups. CRP, and its subcontractor Public Service 
Consulting, conducted focus groups in Marietta (12 
participants), Cleveland (8), and Columbus (20), each hosted by 
a local CAA. Invitees included CAA staff and board members, 
community organizations, businesses, and elected officials from 
the region. Participants were asked the following questions, 
which were provided with the focus group invitation: 
1. What are the demographic and socio-economic characteristics and 
trends of Ohioans in poverty? 
2. What is happening in Ohio with regard to the five Action 
Themes outlined in Rooting Out Poverty? 
3. What are the barriers in Ohio to implementing these actions? 
4. What could the state do to facilitate implementation of the 
actions? 
5. What could CAAs or other local stakeholders do to implement the 
actions? 
• Literature review. CRP conducted a review of selected reports 
and literature on the causes and nature of poverty, including 
CRP in-house research on poverty issues. 
• CAA case studies. CRP conducted telephone interviews with 
representatives of CAAs to compile “action strategy” case studies 
of CAA programs identified as best practices in addressing 
poverty. Case studies were chosen in consultation with OACAA 
and the Ohio Department of Development, Office of 
Community Services, to reflect thematic and geographic 
diversity. The case studies are based on information provided by 
CAA staff and was not independently verified by CRP. 
Caveats about accuracy  
CRP has been very careful in collecting, analyzing and presenting 
data from a variety of sources to prepare this report. Although CRP 
has judged its data sources to be reliable, it was not possible to 
authenticate all data. If careful readers of the report discover data 
errors or typographical errors, CRP welcomes this feedback. 
Structure of the report 
The Real Bottom Line is organized into the following sections, which 
incorporate data from social and demographic indicators, state 
programs, literature review, focus groups, and case studies: 1) 
Introduction; 2) Defining “poverty;” 3) Ohio poverty profile; 4) 
Addressing poverty (Rooting Out Poverty themes below); 5) Taking 
action in Ohio; 6) Final thoughts; and Appendices with profiles of 
each Economic Development Region (Appendix A) and county-level 
poverty rates and supporting data (Appendices B, C, and D). 
Rooting Out Poverty 
The 2008 report of the national Community Action Partnership, 
Rooting Out Poverty: A Campaign by America’s Community Action 
Network, identifies five action themes for moving America’s poor 
toward economic security and self-sufficiency. The themes provide 
the organizing framework for Section 4, Addressing Poverty: 
a. Maximize participation—Leveraging the skills and potential of 
people in poverty by engaging them in programs and activities 
designed to build stronger communities and create more effective 
solutions to poverty 
b. Build an economy that works for everyone—Developing 
economic and workforce development strategies that produce 
better job opportunities and that addresses financial and 
economic conditions of all residents 
c. Invest in the future—Investing in education and training that 
build the knowledge and skills of today’s youth and adult 
workforce for the jobs and industries of tomorrow 
d. Maximize equality of opportunity—Removing barriers and 
implementing policies and initiatives that ensure equal 
opportunity for all those seeking to improve their situations, 
skills, and futures 
e. Ensure healthy people and places—Improving quality of life 
through access to adequate health care and safe and healthy 
homes and communities 
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Economic Development Regions  
The state Economic Development Region (EDR) is the primary 
geographic level of analysis for the report (Map 1). Initially 
established by the state of Ohio in 1991, each of the 12 regions is 
made up of 3-10 counties that share some combination of 
characteristics such as culture, resources, and economy, as well as 
proximity. The Regional Economic Development Director’s Office 
located in each EDR serves as a central point of contact between 
local governments and business interests and the Ohio Department 
of Development. The EDR is currently being used by the state as the 
geography for several new state programs and initiatives. 
Map 1: Ohio Counties and Economic Development Regions (EDR) 
Population trends vary across the 12 regions. The Central EDR, 
which includes Columbus, was the only region with positive net in-
migration from 2000 to 2007. The Northeast EDR, which includes 
Youngstown, was the only region with fewer births than deaths over 
this period (Table 1). 
The EDRs vary considerably in population size, racial makeup, and 
rural character. Three EDRs—Central, Southwest, and Northern—
have populations of over 1.5 million, while three others—West 
Central, Southern, and Southeast—have fewer than 500,000 people. 
The percentage minority population (non-white race and/or 
Hispanic ethnicity) ranges from about 4% in the Southeast region, to 
27% in the Northern region. Three EDRs—Southeast, Southern, 
and East Central—have predominately rural populations, while less 
than 10% of the population lives in rural areas in the Northern and 
Southwest Central regions (Table 1). 
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Table 1.   Population Characteristics of Ohio EDRs,  2000 and 2007
Economic 
Development 
Region (EDR)
Population 
2007
Net births 
over deaths 
2000-07
Net in-
migration 
2000-07
Percent 
minority 
2000
Percent 
rural 2000
# # # % %
1. Central 1,794,404 92,431 50,052 18.6 16.1
2. Northwest 895,127 23,195 -32,921 16.5 24.4
3. West Central 381,110 10,491 -11,847 7.4 45.5
4. SW Central 1,159,646 27,155 -36,325 18.5 9.6
5. Southwest 1,598,137 61,298 -17,857 15.5 22.3
6. North Central 522,514 11,815 -8,899 6.6 44.2
7. Southern 434,179 6,568 -137 4.6 64.8
8. Northern 1,926,639 31,119 -102,444 27.1 6.7
9. NE Central 1,361,406 29,808 -5,514 14.2 24.5
10. East Central 584,208 5,644 -11,681 4.6 51.1
11. Southeast 254,511 2,920 -2,276 4.2 64.9
12. Northeast 555,036 -432 -27,538 11.2 18.5
Ohio 11,466,917 302,012 -207,387 16.0 22.6
Sources:  Ohio Department of Development; U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census
Note: Minority is defined as persons who are non-white and/or Hispanic.
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2. Defining “poverty” 
Poverty is typically defined as a condition of economic deprivation, 
where an individual or household lacks sufficient economic resources 
for adequate levels of consumption of essential goods and services—
e.g., food, housing, clothing, health care, transportation (Citro and 
Michael, 1995). However, there are a variety of ways to measure the 
magnitude and extent of economic deprivation. Most common are 
the federal poverty level or poverty rates. 
This report is largely based on U.S. Census Bureau measures of 
poverty; however, even among Census products there are differences 
in how data are collected. The remainder of this section provides an 
overview of Census measures of poverty, as well as alternative 
measures of financial hardship. These include: 1) Asset Poverty; 2) 
Basic Family Budget; and 3) Self-Sufficiency Standard. Section 3, 
Ohio Poverty Profile, includes both Census data and data for these 
alternative measures of poverty to the extent available. 
U.S. Census Bureau and the Federal Poverty Level 
Using methods first established in the 1960s, the Census Bureau 
annually calculates U.S. poverty rates based on poverty thresholds 
that vary by household type and size (Table 2). The Census poverty 
thresholds are primarily used for statistical purposes—for instance, 
preparing estimates of the number of Americans in poverty. Each 
year the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services issues 
“poverty guidelines,” a simplified version of poverty thresholds for 
administrative purposes to determine financial eligibility for certain 
federal programs.  
The U.S. poverty threshold was originally calculated by combining 
emergency food budget data from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture with an estimate of the fraction of income families spend 
on food. It was assumed that food accounts for one-third of all 
family expenses. This method of calculation has not been revised 
since the 1960s, but each year it is updated for inflation using the 
Consumer Price Index.  
The poverty measure has been criticized for not accounting for taxes 
paid, tax credits received, medical care costs, noncash benefits (such 
as public housing, Medicaid, and food stamps), work expenses (such 
as childcare and transportation costs), and geographic differences in 
cost of living. Also, the proportion of total income that is spent on 
food today is smaller than in the 1960s, due to an overall increase in 
the standard of living and differential inflation rates among food and 
other non-food basic needs (National Poverty Center, 2006). 
Many economic analysts believe that the income needed by a family 
to have a safe and decent standard of living and avoid serious 
hardships in food, health care, housing, and child care is about twice 
the official poverty measure. As a result, 200% of the federal poverty 
level (FPL) is commonly used as a rough estimate of a “self-
sufficiency” income. Conversely, incomes below 50% of the FPL 
have been referred to as “extreme poverty.” 3 
                                                                
3 http://www.spotlightonpoverty.org/  
Table 2.   Poverty Thresholds for 2006
Size of family
Weighted 
average 
threshold
Threshold 
with no 
related 
children
Threshold with 
one adult and 
related 
children
$ $ $
One person 10,294 -- --
   Under age 65 10,488 -- --
   Age 65+ 9,669 -- --
Two people 13,167 -- --
   Householder under age 65 13,569 13,500 13,896
   Householder age 65+ 12,201 12,186 13,843
Three people 16,079 15,769 16,242
Four people 20,614 20,794 20,516
Five people 24,382 25,076 23,691
Six people 27,560 28,842 26,434
Seven people 31,205 33,187 28,985
Eight people 34,774 37,117 32,890
Nine people 41,499 44,649 38,975
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau
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Census measures of poverty 
• The decennial census, most recently conducted in 2000, and the 
American Community Survey (ACS), an annual product that 
will replace the decennial census by 2010, are the instruments 
used by the Census Bureau to provide a wide array of population 
and housing data at geographic levels smaller than the state. The 
ACS currently includes annual poverty estimates for all U.S. 
counties with a population of 65,000 or more.  
• The Current Population Survey (CPS), which uses a sample 
survey methodology that differs in key ways from the ACS, 
estimates poverty for the civilian non-institutionalized 
population through its Annual Social and Economic 
Supplement. The CPS is the source of the official annual 
estimate of poverty for the nation and states, but it is not 
available for smaller geographic areas, such as counties. 
• The Small Area Income and Population Estimate (SAIPE), 
formerly derived from the Current Population Survey, has been 
based on the ACS since 2005. Until 2010, the SAIPE is the only 
annual estimate of poverty for every Ohio county.  
Section 3, Ohio Poverty Profile, incorporates data from all of the 
Census sources described above in order to provide data for various 
geographies and trends over time. As a result, the number or percent 
of persons in poverty and the age of the data vary somewhat 
throughout the section. Source information is included with each 
table or graph.  
Asset Poverty 
As defined by the Corporation for Enterprise Development 
(CFED), a household is asset poor if it has insufficient net worth 
(total physical and financial assets minus total liabilities including 
debt) to subsist at the federal poverty level for three months. This 
measure, last calculated by CFED for 2004, represents the 
percentage of persons or families that are not able to meet basic 
needs throughout an extended period of economic hardship (e.g. job 
loss or serious medical situation). CFED asset poverty figures are 
calculated at the state level. 
Basic Family Budget 
The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) publishes a Basic Family 
Budget Calculator4 that allows users to determine the annual income 
necessary to achieve a safe and decent standard of living by family 
type (number of adults and children) and community of residence. 
EPI also provides the percentage and number of families living on 
incomes below the basic family budget. Basic family budget data are 
available for 400 communities across the nation, including a rural 
estimate for each state.  
Self-Sufficiency Standards 
The Self-Sufficiency Standard measures how much income is needed 
for a family to meet their basic needs, without public or private 
assistance. Going beyond similar measures, the Self-Sufficiency 
Standard incorporates the net effect of taxes and tax credits and 
adjusts not only for composition of family but also age of children, 
i.e. childcare costs. Special attention also is paid to differential 
inflation rates in food and non-food basic needs. The measure is 
calculated by family composition and geographic location. 
The Self-Sufficiency Standard for every county in Ohio will be 
presented in a July 2008 report, commissioned by OACAA and 
produced by the University of Washington, Center for Women’s 
Welfare. The Real Bottom Line includes preliminary data from the 
research underway on the Ohio Self-Sufficiency Standard.  
How the measures compare 
Differences in philosophy and methodology yield varying economic 
thresholds. As might be expected, the alternative measures described 
in this section produce thresholds approximately twice the Census 
poverty threshold. Table 3 compares these figures, and shows the 
                                                                
4 http://www.epi.org/content.cfm/datazone_fambud_budget  
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estimated percentage of Ohio persons or families that fall below 
these economic hardship thresholds.  
 
 
Table 3.   Measures of Economic Hardship
M easure
Threshold for 2-adult 
2-child family
Ohioans below 
threshold
Self-Sufficiency Income, 2008  (CWW) $41,794 -- Ohio county median na
100% Federal Poverty Level, 2006 (ACS) $20,444 -- U.S. 13.3% of individuals
200% Federal Poverty Level, 2006 (ACS) $40,888 -- U.S. 30.6% of individuals
Basic Family Budget, 2004  (EPI) From $36,600 in rural Ohio
to $45,972 in Cleveland Area
Asset Poverty, 2004  (CFED) na 22.7% of individuals
22.0% of families
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3. Ohio poverty profile 
Snapshot 
• Ohio had a record high poverty rate of 13.3% in 2006, with nearly 
1.5 million persons in poverty, up from nearly 1.2 million in 1999.  
• From 1969-2006, the Ohio population grew by 10%, while the 
number of persons in poverty increased by 43%. 
• In 2006, 30.6% of Ohioans—3.4 million people—had incomes 
below 200% of poverty ($41,288 for a family of 4), considered the 
minimum needed to avoid serious economic hardships. 
• Two-thirds of Ohioans in poverty in 2006 were non-Hispanic whites. 
• Groups with the highest 2006 poverty rates were: young children 
and young adults (23%), single female-headed families (40%), 
blacks (30%), Hispanics (22%), and unrelated individuals (25%).  
• Groups with the lowest 2006 poverty rates were: older adults 
(9%); whites (11%); and married persons with children (5%). 
• Nearly 1 in 4 Ohio adults age 25+ without a high school diploma or 
equivalent was living in poverty in 2006, compared to only 1 in 12 
with some college or an Associate’s degree. 
• The majority of Ohio’s poor households were employed in 2006, 
including about two-thirds of married-couple families and female-
headed families and nearly half of poor individuals. 
• Between 1979 and 2006, the wages of Ohioans with the 90th 
percentile of income rose by almost 15%, adjusted for inflation, 
while the wages of those at the 10th percentile fell nearly 2%. 
• The Southern and Southeast Ohio regions had the highest poverty 
rates in 2005 (19%); the largest numbers of persons in poverty 
(over 200,000) were in the Northeast and Central regions. 
Focus group participants noted:  
• A “vicious cycle” of persistent poverty is reinforced by obstacles to 
building economic assets.  
• A “new layer” of poverty has been created by changes in the 
economy and rising costs for basic goods and services.  
• Some groups—ex-offenders, youth aging out of foster care, and 
homeless persons—face multiple barriers to economic success. 
• Communities that previously had little experience with poverty are 
now seeing changes as poverty moves to the suburbs.  
Magnitude and trends 
Record-high poverty rates 
In 2006, 13.3% of Ohioans were living in poverty, the largest 
proportion of the state’s population to be considered poor since the 
1960s War on Poverty.5 Over the nearly 40-year period, Ohio’s 
poverty rate has fluctuated between 10% and 13%, yet even in bad 
economic times the state had lower levels of poverty than the U.S. 
Ohio’s record high in poverty in 2006 marked an end to that trend, 
as the state for the first time matched the national rate (Figure 1). 
From 1969 to 2006, the Ohio population increased by only 10%, 
while the number of persons in poverty grew by 43%. 
The number and percent of persons in poverty in Ohio has increased 
steadily from 1999 to 2006, wiping out the reduction in poverty seen 
in the 1990s. The state poverty rate moved up 2.7 percentage points, 
as the ranks of poor persons expanded by about 316,000, from 1.17 
million in 1999, to 1.49 million to 20066 (Table 4). 
Figure 1.  U.S. and Ohio Poverty Rates, 1969-2006 
Source: US Census Bureau, Decennial Census and American Community Survey 
                                                                
5 2006 is the most recent year for which state-level poverty data is available. 
6 As of the 2006 American Community Survey, select group quarters populations are included 
in the poverty calculations, accounting for a portion of the increase in the poverty estimate.  
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Variations across regions 
The increase in poverty occurred in all 12 state Economic 
Development Regions (Table 5). Poverty rates were the highest (at 
or near 19%) across two Appalachian regions in 2005.7 Meanwhile, 
poverty rose the steepest in the north: from 11.2% in 1999 to 14.6% 
in 2005 for the Northern EDR encompassing Cleveland; and from 
                                                                
7 2005 is the most recent year for which county and regional level poverty data are available. 
10.7% to 13.5% in the Northwest region including Toledo. Poverty 
was lower than the 2005 state average of 13%, in regions surrounding 
Dayton, Columbus, Mansfield, Cincinnati, and Akron. The West 
Central region, where Findlay is located, had the lowest poverty rate 
in 2005 (10%); although, even in that region, poverty increased by 
1.4 percentage points since 1999.  
The impact of the state and national economy 
A factor in this across-the-board rise in poverty is likely the 
worsening state economy, which never fully recovered from the last 
U.S. recession (Figure 2). From 1998-2003, there was a distinct 
pattern of decrease in poverty rates during periods of job growth and 
increased poverty with job loss. By the end of 2007 Ohio had 
regained few of the jobs lost in the early 2000’s recession. Although 
job levels remained fairly stable from 2003-2007, poverty rates have 
continued to increase. The Ohio and U.S. poverty rate trend lines 
have closely tracked one another, with changes in Ohio in part 
reflecting changes across the nation (Ohio Department of 
Development). The state’s jobless recovery has put Ohioans on shaky 
ground as the nation shows signs of drifting toward another 
recession, marked by higher prices for food, fuel, and healthcare, and 
increased home foreclosure rates. 
Figure 2.  Poverty Rate and Employment Trends, Ohio 1998-2007 
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census and American Community Survey; U.S. 
Department of Labor, BLS 
Table 5.   Poverty Rates by EDR, 1969-2005
Economic 
Development 
Region 1969 1979 1989 1999
% % % % % #
1. Central 10.9 11.1 11.9 9.9 12.3 209,168
2. Northwest 9.2 9.9 12.1 10.7 13.5 118,332
3. West Central 9.1 8.4 9.4 8.6 10.0 37,057
4. SW Central 8.5 10.2 11.4 9.7 12.4 140,621
5. Southwest 10.4 10.4 11.7 9.8 11.7 175,322
6. North Central 9.2 9.6 11.2 9.6 11.7 58,870
7. Southern 20.9 16.2 22.1 16.1 18.8 79,270
8. Northern 9.0 10.0 12.1 11.2 14.6 279,308
9. NE Central 8.1 8.6 11.1 8.9 10.8 142,798
10. East Central 12.4 10.6 15.3 12.5 14.1 81,357
11. Southeast 18.1 14.3 20.3 16.6 19.0 45,914
12. Northeast 8.5 9.6 14.2 11.6 13.4 74,404
Sources:  U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census and SAIPE
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Table 4.   Income as Percent of Poverty Level in Ohio, 1999 and 2006
Pct of 
federal 
poverty level
Income 
threshold 
1999
Income 
threshold 
2006
$ # % $ # %
<50% 8,448 530,076 4.8 10,222 676,737 6.1
<100% 16,895 1,170,698 10.6 20,444 1,486,363 13.3
<200% 33,790 2,919,858 26.4 40,888 3,409,602 30.6
200%+ -- 8,127,129 73.6 -- 7,746,417 69.4
Sources:  U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census and American Community Survey
Note: Incomes are based on 2-adult, 2-child family and are not inflation-adjusted.
Persons 2006Persons 1999
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The faces of poverty in Ohio 
Contrary to commonly held perceptions of who is poor, poverty 
affects Ohioans of many ages, races, ethnicities, and household types. 
In fact, large numbers of Ohioans will likely be poor at some point in 
their lives. It is estimated that 6 of every 10 U.S. adults will be poor 
for one year or more by age 75 (Rank, 2007). 
Far more Ohioans experience the broader definitions of “economic 
hardship” (Section 2, Defining Poverty) than are captured by the 
official poverty rate. In 2006, nearly one-third of Ohio’s population 
lived below 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL), the level at 
which many experts contend must be reached to be truly self 
sufficient. The percentage of Ohioans living under 200% FPL 
approached 3.4 million (31%) in 2006, up from 2.9 million (26%) in 
1999. Also on the rise is the number of Ohioans experiencing 
extreme poverty, those living below half the federal poverty level. In 
2006, 6% of Ohioans were experiencing extreme poverty, compared 
to 5% in 1999. This was an increase of nearly 150,000 people, from 
530,000 to 677,000, over the 7-year period (page 8, Table 4). 
National research shows that poverty is more common among 
children, single female-headed families, minorities, persons with less 
education, individuals with disabilities, and those living in 
economically depressed inner cities or rural areas (Rank, 2007). 
Ohio’s poverty picture bears out these trends (Table 6). 
Race and ethnicity: While most (66%) of Ohio’s poor are non-
Hispanic whites—totaling about 974,000 of the 1.5 million in 
poverty in 2006 (Table 7)—the poverty rates for blacks or African 
Americans and Hispanics/Latinos were much higher than for white 
or Asian population groups. Thirty percent of blacks were poor in 
2006 – nearly three times the rate of whites (10.5%) – and Hispanics 
experienced a 22% poverty rate. Between 1999 and 2006, the poverty 
rate among black Ohioans rose by 3.7 percentage points. The 
poverty rate among Hispanics rose by 1.9 percentage points, while 
white and Asian poverty rates were relatively static. 
 
Table 6.   Poverty Rates by Population Group, Ohio, 2006
Population group
All 
Persons/  
Households
Non-
Hispanic 
White
Black/  
African 
Amer. Asian
Hispanic/  
Latino
% % % % %
All individuals 13.3 10.5 30.2 12.8 22.2
Male 11.7 9.1 27.5 11.8 20.0
Female 14.9 11.8 32.6 13.6 24.7
Under 5 years of age 22.9 16.6 51.8 10.6 33.3
5 to 17 17.2 12.6 38.4 11.7 25.6
18 to 24 22.6 19.7 36.1 36.0 28.8
25 to 34 14.7 11.9 30.6 13.5 25.5
35 to 54 9.5 7.6 23.1 8.7 13.2
55 to 64 8.5 7.4 17.5 7.1 10.9
65 and over 8.5 7.6 17.2 7.8 16.0
All family households 9.8 7.5 25.9 9.2 20.4
Married with children 5.4 4.7 10.5 7.5 17.5
Single female with children 39.9 35.5 47.4 37.0 47.0
with children under 5 only 52.4 46.8 59.9 45.5 72.2
Unrelated individuals age 15+ 25.3 na na na na
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Table 7.  Persons in Poverty by Population Group, Ohio, 2006
Population group
All 
Persons/  
Households
Non-
Hispanic 
White
Black/  
African 
Amer. Asian
Hispanic/  
Latino
# # # # #
All individuals 1,486,363 974,373 391,270 21,860 56,645
Under 5 years of age 165,814 91,386 55,061 1,363 8,955
5 to 17 342,889 195,930 112,960 3,135 15,818
18 to 24 222,858 155,050 47,284 5,817 8,201
25 to 34 209,038 137,419 52,222 5,184 11,574
35 to 54 316,289 214,711 83,497 4,496 8,743
55 to 64 105,800 80,731 19,578 1,037 1,727
65 and over 123,675 99,146 20,668 828 1,627
All family households 290,458 188,483 81,192 3,913 11,630
Married with children 51,611 39,013 6,517 1,648 3,756
Single female with children 158,570 89,676 58,508 1,233 5,876
with children under 5 only 37,218 20,798 13,126 311 1,840
Unrelated individuals age 15+ 524,323 na na na na
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
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Age: Children under age 5 have the highest rates of poverty among 
all age groups in Ohio. Nearly 23% were poor in 2006, including half 
of black children, one-third of Hispanic children, and 17% of white 
children. Nearly half of Ohio’s poor are under the age of 24. From 
1999 to 2006, the poverty rate for children under age 5 rose by 5.6 
percentage points. 
Household type: Single women with children make up more than 
half of Ohio families in poverty. Four in 10 of these single female-
headed households were poor in 2006, including 47% of blacks and 
Hispanics, 37% of Asians, and 36% of whites. Between 1999 and 
2006, the poverty rate for single female-headed families rose by 5.2 
percentage points. Conversely, only 5.4% of married couple families 
with children were poor in 2006. Single adults or other non-family 
households also have high poverty rates, with 25.3% of unrelated 
individuals age 15 and over living in poverty in 2006. 
Education: High school dropouts have higher rates of poverty than 
individuals with more education. Among Ohio adults age 25 and 
older who do not have a high school diploma or GED, nearly 1 in 4 
was poor in 2006, compared to 1 in 10 high school graduates, and 
3% of adults with a bachelor’s degree or higher (Table 8). 
 
Geographic area: In 1999, five times as many Ohioans who were 
poor lived in urban areas than in rural areas (Table 9). Still, some 
rural areas in Ohio have experienced persistent high poverty rates. 
Seven primarily rural Appalachian counties in southern Ohio—
Adams, Athens, Gallia, Lawrence, Pike, Scioto, and Vinton—had 
poverty rates above 20% in 2005, as well as in at least two of the last 
four decennial censuses.8 Map 2 on the following page shows the 
pattern of 2005 poverty rates for Ohio counties. 
  Note:  Based on CRP analysis in which poverty was summarized up to counties and   
  Economic Development Regions using individual block groups, each categorized as either  
  urban or rural based on the residence of the majority of its population 
 
 
                                                                
8 The last four decennial censuses were conducted in 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000. The most 
recent poverty data available for urban and rural areas is 1999 data from Census 2000. 
Table 8.   Poverty by Education Attainment, Ohio, 2006
Highest education level
Share of all 
adults in 
poverty
# % %
Less than high school graduate 229,194 23.2 30.4
HS graduate (or equivalency) 302,122 11.0 40.0
Some college or Associate's degree 163,899 8.3 21.7
Bachelor's degree or higher 59,587 3.4 7.9
Source:  Source:  U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
Persons in poverty, 
adults age 25 and over
Table 9.   Urban and Rural Poverty by EDR, 1999
Economic 
Development 
Region
# % # %
1. Central 147,593 10.8 11,985 5.0
2. Northwest 83,928 12.5 11,069 5.2
3. West Central 21,893 10.9 10,019 5.9
4. SW Central 98,917 11.0 12,156 5.0
5. Southwest 137,109 10.2 7,416 5.7
6. North Central 32,046 11.3 15,802 7.2
7. Southern 24,756 17.2 42,242 15.5
8. Northern 214,842 11.6 4,807 4.3
9. NE Central 103,294 9.5 12,504 5.7
10. East Central 40,157 14.1 31,846 10.9
11. Southeast 19,771 24.2 20,268 12.8
12. Northeast 56,031 13.0 10,247 7.3
Ohio 980,337 11.3 190,361 7.9
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census
Persons in poverty in 
urban areas
Persons in poverty in  
rural areas
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Map 2: Poverty Rates, Ohio Counties, 2005  
The working poor 
The majority of Ohio families in poverty were employed in 2006.9 
Among married couples in poverty, two-thirds held a job in 2006, 
while 62% of householders in poor female-headed families and 46% 
of poor individuals in non-family households were employed. Yet 
many working Ohioans cannot rise above poverty because they are 
stuck in low-wage jobs. In 2007, 1.1 million Ohioans over the age of 
18, one-quarter of the state’s labor force, were paid a wage at or 
                                                                
9 The Census counts a person in poverty as employed if he or she works either full-time or 
part-time at least part of the year. 
below $9.98 an hour.  A person working full-time, year-round at 
that wage would not earn enough to take a family of four out of 
poverty (Working Poor Families Project). Policy Matters Ohio 
found that over 2.8 million Ohioans (about 25%) do not earn enough 
to make ends meet (Woodrum, 2008). 
Income distribution and the income gap 
In 2006, the median hourly wage in Ohio was $14.76.10 This means 
that half of Ohio workers earned less than $14.76 per hour, and half 
earned more. The wage level for Ohioans at the 10th percentile of 
earners was $7.56 per hour, compared to $29.86 per hour for 
Ohioans in the 90th percentile.  
The gap in income between the highest and lowest wage earners has 
widened in Ohio since 1979. Between 1979 and 2006, the wages of 
those in the 90th percentile rose by almost 15%, adjusted for inflation, 
while the wages at the median dropped by about a half a percent and 
the wages of those at the 10th percentile fell nearly 2%.  
Other measures of economic hardship 
Alternative measures of economic hardship described in Section 2, 
Defining “poverty,” provide additional information for measuring the 
extent of poverty in Ohio. For instance, the Corporation for 
Enterprise Development estimates that nearly 23% of all Ohioans 
lived in Asset Poverty in 2004. This rate was much greater for Ohio 
children (36%), Hispanics (41%), blacks/African Americans (48%), 
and single parents (48%).  
According to the Center for Women’s Welfare at the University of 
Washington, the 2008 annual income necessary for a family with one 
adult and two children (including a preschooler) to be self-sufficient 
varies considerably among the 12 Economic Development Regions 
(Map 3). There is a $14,000 difference between the Northern and 
Southern regions. Much of this disparity is attributable to differences 
in the cost of housing and child care (Table 10). 
                                                                
10 According to Economic Policy Institute analysis of Current Population Survey data, using 
CPI-U-RS (Policy Matters Ohio, 2007). 
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Map 3: Self-Sufficiency Standards, Ohio Counties, 2008  
(For family with 2 adults, 1 preschooler and 1 school age child) 
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Table 10.  Self-Sufficiency Income and Costs by EDR, 2008  (avg. of counties)
Economic 
Development 
Region
For 1-adult,  
2-child family
For 2-adult,  
2-child family
M onthly 
housing costs
M onthly child 
care costs
$ $ $ $
1. Central 37,077 43,848 670 1,006
2. Northwest 35,417 42,594 630 932
3. West Central 29,975 37,347 577 754
4. SW Central 34,933 41,968 641 952
5. Southwest 42,569 48,195 817 1,105
6. North Central 31,794 39,448 590 841
7. Southern 29,902 37,251 566 800
8. Northern 43,972 50,269 756 1,114
9. NE Central 40,888 47,362 719 1,064
10. East Central 31,533 38,848 558 874
11. Southeast 30,106 37,376 559 814
12. Northeast 35,975 43,538 606 970
Ohio 34,165 41,259 623 909
Source:  University of Washington, Center for Women's Welfare
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Focus group perspectives  
CRP asked focus group participants to describe the poverty 
characteristics and trends in their client base and communities. Their 
observations add depth and perspective to the other data in this 
section of the report. Comments from the focus groups are in italics 
and woven into the narrative below.  
The persistence of poverty  
There are often times more than one generation experiencing 
poverty, and that includes cousins and aunts and uncles. They 
don’t perceive a way to exist independently of government 
assistance. 
Focus group participants described an ongoing “vicious cycle” of 
poverty, where there are multiple obstacles to moving out of poverty, 
and one moment of crisis can set someone back from any progress 
they have made. In such cases, people have no one to fall back on 
because their friends and family also are poor.  
Participants noted that the norms and expectations are different 
among those who are struggling in poverty: 
Ninety-nine percent of clients do not have a checking account. 
They don’t know how to balance a checkbook. They are afraid of 
accountability. It’s a whole different culture. They don’t want a 
paper trail, no taxes. 
While people may go to these lengths to avoid taxes, debt 
obligations, or other problems, they are left with no means of 
moving out of the cycle of poverty.  
A wide range of issues reinforce poverty. Predatory lending, whether 
in the form of an unfair mortgage or a payday loan, can make it 
difficult for people to eliminate debt and begin accumulating savings:  
The number of check-cashing, payday, and gambling businesses 
has grown. People have to deal with short-term or emergency 
costs. The businesses prey on this, like tax services for seniors even 
though there are free services for them. 
Crime was cited as another deterrent to economic prosperity, 
stunting business growth and job opportunities in the area. These 
environmental factors also have an impact at the personal level, as 
program staff noted a higher occurrence of mental and chronic 
health problems among those seeking financial assistance. 
Groups with multiple barriers 
It was noted that groups with the greatest barriers are ill-equipped to 
enter the labor market without education, job training, and other 
means to personal progress. These groups, which include ex-
offenders being released from prison, youth aging out of foster care, 
or homeless persons leaving emergency shelter, need comprehensive 
services:  
The ex-offender population does not have a good safety net. They 
can’t really get access to programs. Our programs don’t serve 
people from prisons or youth corrections. 
A new layer of poverty  
There is a shame kind of thing. People don’t want to come in and 
ask for help. How many are not coming in because of this? 
Participants described a “new layer” of impoverished persons—a set 
of people who have not experienced generational poverty, but rather 
have fallen into economic hardship for the first time in their lives, 
perhaps after many decades of self-sufficiency. This group tends to 
be unfamiliar with the system of supports and services that can help 
get them back on their feet.  
Among the new layer is a growing number of “working poor” who 
are living in or near poverty: 
There are employed people who are poor, including families with 
two incomes. There are fewer jobs with a living wage, even with 
two incomes, due to the loss of manufacturing jobs and its 
replacement by service and retail jobs. 
Focus group attendees mentioned a marked increase in clients age 40 
and over, again thought to be related to the altered job market. 
The State of Poverty in Ohio 2008 
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The rising cost of basic goods and services, ranging from food to 
transportation to energy, is another factor that has led to the new 
layer of poverty. In particular, retired persons on fixed incomes are 
facing new challenges as costs rise and benefits fall: 
Seniors may have been able to rely on their pensions 20 years ago, 
but now they have no pensions or less pension money. A typical 
monthly income of $625 is not much to cover all the costs. 
For home energy assistance, there is a shift to more seniors coming 
in. They’re trying hard to pay but costs are going up, beyond their 
ability to pay. 
Facing similar economic problems, the adult children of many 
retirees are not able to provide adequate support.  
The changing geography of poverty  
Poverty is becoming more spread out, into the suburbs. 
Government officials in the suburbs wish it would go away and 
don’t know what to do about it.  
As Ohio’s metro areas have suburbanized, the service economy has 
followed people outward, also attracting lower-wage workers to fill 
those service jobs. Focus groups discussed a number of challenges in 
working with a more dispersed client base. Central city-based service 
providers have to find ways to cover a greater area. Even in rural 
areas, agencies noted that more of their interaction with clients is 
now by telephone and Internet, due to the cost of traveling to the 
office. 
Obstacles arising from higher transportation costs are compounded 
by community resistance. One CAA mentioned that they faced 
resistance when trying to bring Head Start programs to the suburbs. 
This community resistance is indicative of a larger problem of 
accessibility of jobs and services for the suburban poor. The lack of 
affordable housing near suburban employment centers, combined 
with rising fuel costs, constrains job opportunities for people who are 
poor. 
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4. Addressing poverty  
Changing U.S. response 
Since the Great Depression of the 1930s and the New Deal 
programs, federal and state policymakers have created and 
abandoned a variety of strategies to decrease poverty in the United 
States (Table 11). The 1935 Social Security Act established the 
welfare program known subsequently as Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children (AFDC). The mid-1960s was a particularly 
active time in the development of social programs, especially those 
that were part of President Johnson’s Great Society initiative and the 
War on Poverty, which created Community Action Agencies. The 
1964 Economic Opportunity Act created the Job Corps, Volunteers 
in Service to Americans (VISTA), Upward Bound, Head Start, and 
Legal Services, among others. 
The implementation of a number of social safety net programs, along 
with the unprecedented U.S. economic expansion of the 1960s, 
produced steep declines in poverty in the United States, with the 
U.S. rate dropping from 22.2% in 1960 to 12.6% in 1970. The drop 
in the poverty rate was experienced by nearly all age and racial groups 
and household types. The poverty rate for persons over age 65 has 
dropped the most, from 35% to just under 10% in 2006 (Blank, 
1997; U.S. Census Bureau). The decline in poverty leveled off in the 
1980s and 1990s. Increasing use of technology, coupled with the 
availability of cheap foreign labor, led to falling real wages for low-
skilled workers in the U.S. and relatively little progress in further 
reducing poverty rates (Blank, 1997). 
Social welfare programs of all kinds had come under increasing 
scrutiny by lawmakers and the public by the mid-1980s. The 1996 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act 
ended the 60-year guarantee of a federal safety net for poor children 
and families that had been provided by the federal entitlement of 
AFDC since 1935. As a result of this welfare reform legislation, 
states now receive a fixed amount of federal funds predicated on 
putting welfare recipients to work and time-limiting their benefits. 
As a result, monthly welfare caseloads fell from an all-time high of 5 
million families in 1994 to 2.2 million families in 2000 (HHS, 
2006). At the same time, the economic boom of the 1990s spurred 
increasing numbers of single mothers into the workforce and off 
public assistance. A corresponding expansion of child care subsidies 
and the Earned Income Tax Credit also increased the incentives for 
welfare recipients to go to work and provided much-needed support 
to rise above poverty (Blank and Schmidt, 2001). 
Policies and strategies to address poverty 
As described in the Introduction, the report Rooting Out Poverty 
takes a broad view of addressing poverty, connecting housing, 
education, health, community development, and a number of other 
issues. The following five Action Themes from the Rooting Out 
Poverty report provide an organizing framework for the remainder of 
this section: 
a) Maximize participation 
b) Build an economy that works for everyone 
c) Invest in the future 
d) Maximize equality of opportunity 
e) Ensure healthy people and places 
Each subsection begins with a summary description of the Action 
Theme and related Ohio demographic and social indicator and 
program data, where available. Perspectives and information from 
the focus groups related to the Action Theme are included. Each 
subsection concludes with a Community Action Agency best practice 
case study that highlights a successful “action strategy.”  
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Table 11. Changing U.S. Response to Poverty
 
U.S. POVERTY RATES 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
POVERTY POPULATION CAUSES OF POVERTY PROGRAM AND SERVICE TRENDS 
1
9
6
0
 
39.5 million below poverty line  
22.2% of total population 
High poverty rates among: 
• Children (26.9%) 
• Elderly (35.2%) 
• African-Americans (55.1%) 
• Persons living in female 
headed households (42.4%) 
• Rural population (33.2%) 
• Predominantly in rural areas 
• Half were below age 18  
• 3-in-4 were white  
• 6-in-10 lived in families with male 
householder present  
• 3-in-4 lived outside central city, 
mostly in non metropolitan areas 
• Creation of jobs in the service sector 
• Fewer blue-collar jobs 
• Introduction of new machinery 
reduced need for labor at the farm 
that resulted in mass migration from 
the south 
• Growing middle class and its 
movement to suburbs leaving behind 
concentrations of poor in the cities 
The Great Society 
• Growing caseloads on Cash Assistance (Aid to 
Families and Dependent Children, AFDC) for single 
mothers (1935) 
• Social Security for aged and disabled (1935) 
• Education and job training programs to provide 
work for unemployed (1964) 
• Established Food Stamps, Medicare, Medicaid, Head 
Start for low-income children (1964) 
• Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for those unable 
to work (1972) 
• Tenant-based rental assistance (Section 8) (1970) 
1
9
8
0
 
29.3 million below poverty line  
Decline in poverty rate since 1960-
13.0% of total population 
High poverty rates among: 
• Children (18%)  
• African-Americans (32.5%) 
• Hispanics (25.7%) 
• Persons living in female-
headed households (32.7%) 
• Central city population 
(17.2%) 
• Poverty moved out of rural areas 
and into urban central-city 
neighborhoods 
• Nearly 1-in-4 were below age 18 
• 2-in-3 were white  
• Half lived in female-headed families 
(doubled since 1960) 
• More than 2-in-3 lived in 
metropolitan areas 
• Decline in men’s earnings; increase in 
men’s unemployment 
• Increase in mother’s labor force 
participation, but earning 
comparatively lower wages 
• Increase in divorce rates and overall 
increase in single mother families 
• Limited child care availability 
The Reagan Revolution/Devolution 
• Increasing criticism of AFDC 
• Growing demands to scale back public assistance 
programs 
• Earned Income Tax Credit for low-wage workers 
(1975) 
• Home Energy Assistance (LIHEAP) and Home 
Weatherization (HWAP) available to low-income 
(1980s) 
• Economic development efforts in neighborhoods 
with concentrations of low-income persons 
2
0
0
0
 
31.6 million below poverty line 
11.3% of total population 
High poverty rates among: 
• Children (16.2%) 
• African-Americans (22.5%) 
• Hispanics (21.5%) 
• Persons living in female-
headed households (25.4%) 
• Foreign-born (17.8%) 
• Central city population 
(17.6%) 
 
• No one face of poverty; several 
subgroups have high poverty rates 
• More than 1-in-3 were below age 
18  
• 1-in-4 were African American  
• 1-in-3 lived in female-headed 
household  
• More than 2-in-5 lived in central city 
• 1-in-6 were foreign-born 
• Over half of the poor families had 
one or more full- or part-time 
worker (working poor) 
• Increasing use of technology 
• Availability of less-skilled workers in 
industrializing countries; falling real 
wages for less-skilled workers in the 
U.S.; lack of well-paying jobs for less-
skilled central city workers 
• High child care costs 
• Lack of affordable housing 
• Lack of employer sponsored health 
care 
• Lack of transportation to suburban 
employment centers 
• Cultural and language barriers among 
recent immigrants 
Welfare Reform 
• AFDC discontinued and replaced by TANF (1996), 
putting lifetime limits on cash assistance 
• Focus on participation in work-related activities to 
help welfare-leavers achieve self-sufficiency  
• Sharp declines in caseloads on cash assistance 
• Many welfare-leavers without health insurance and 
without enough resources to pay for child care 
• Growing number of EITC claims 
• Long waitlists for housing and utility assistance 
 
Source:  Community Research Partners, Columbus-Franklin County Community Action Agency Report
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4a. Maximize participation 
Snapshot 
Focus group observations: 
• Outreach activities can be more effective with participation of 
community residents and target groups.  
• Participant involvement in programming can help to build trust 
between clients and service providers, particularly those who are 
not comfortable in seeking assistance. 
Action Case Study: 
• Akron Summit Community Action provides technical support to 
neighborhood groups to help address concerns, share information 
about social services, develop long-term plans, and provide 
programs.  
Introduction 
Rooting Out Poverty notes that “maximum feasible participation” is a 
bedrock of Community Action Agency work. People who are 
striving for self-sufficiency can build experience, confidence, and 
connections through civic engagement. Therefore, participation is 
not only a matter of helping oneself, but also of contributing back to 
the community in the process. Participatory action might entail 
volunteering one’s time on a committee or board that seeks 
community representation or finding opportunities to impart skills 
and lessons learned to the next generation.  
This section highlights focus group comments on the need for 
engaging clients and target populations in programming and 
documents efforts by Akron Summit Community Action, Inc. to 
support resident-led neighborhood groups.11 
                                                                
11 CRP was not able to identify social, demographic, or program data relevant to this Action 
Theme.  
Focus group perspectives 
We had a big block party in the summer, and we used it as an 
educational opportunity. We handed out resource bags—kids 
stuffed the bags—with information about community programs. 
It’s a different form of outreach that worked. 
Focus group participants cited examples of how the need for 
outreach can serve as an opportunity for participation. In the block 
party example, the agency took advantage of a large social gathering 
in an otherwise sparsely populated rural area. Community 
participation was fostered by having local children prepare the 
resource bags.  
Some focus group attendees described the benefit of reframing the 
client-service provider dynamic to build trust and comfort. This 
reframing might be especially useful in youth programming or in 
assisting the “new layer” of clients described in Section 3. Even 
though there is client representation on CAA boards, focus group 
participants felt that CAAs could do more, for example, by hiring 
client peers to conduct outreach about programs and services. 
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Action Case Study:  
Maximize participation 
• Agency: Akron Summit Community Action, Inc. (ASCA) 
• Program/Initiative: Neighborhood Development 
• Service Area: City of Akron and Summit County 
• Persons Served: Neighborhood groups supported by ASCA 
attracted an estimated 400 to 500 people to monthly meetings in 
2007. 
• Annual Program Budget: $45,786 in Program Year 2007 
• Program Funding Source: Community Services Block Grant 
• Person(s) Interviewed: Peter Sell, Community Services Program 
Administrator  
ASCA provides technical support to five neighborhood groups in the 
Akron metropolitan region, including the South Akron Neighborhood 
Council, the Summit Lake Neighborhood Association, and “cluster” 
groups in Butchel, Lakemore, and Barberton. (The cluster groups were 
formed as part of Summit 2010, a health and social service planning 
initiative to improve the living conditions of Summit County residents.) 
The neighborhood groups hold monthly meetings to provide a forum 
for residents to raise neighborhood concerns, share information about 
available social services, and plan for projects to improve their 
community. ASCA sends staff from its community services division to 
the neighborhood meetings. ASCA staff members inform meeting 
attendees about the agency’s programs and services and offer advice 
to neighborhood leaders from each group on how to run structured, 
productive meetings and build relationships with police officers, city 
council members, and county personnel. ASCA staff has also helped 
the groups undertake a number of community projects: 
• Buchtel Cluster prepared a resource guide listing local agencies and 
programs, and partners with a local elementary school to offer 
computer classes to parents who volunteer at the school. Parents 
who complete the class receive a computer. 
• Lakemore Cluster provides free books once a month to children 
under age 5, in partnership with the United Way of Summit 
County. The neighborhood group is working with county and city 
government to bring a library branch to its area. 
• Barberton Cluster is planning weekly cooking classes, arts and 
crafts, and introductory swimming lessons for neighborhood youth. 
• Summit Lake Neighborhood Association runs a neighborhood 
crime watch and several neighborhood beautification projects with 
the help of two AmeriCorps volunteers. ASCA assisted in writing 
the grant application to recruit the volunteers. 
• South Akron Neighborhood Council participates in neighborhood 
crime watch group and collects money to provide neighborhood 
families with holiday baskets. 
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4b. Build an economy that 
works for everyone  
Snapshot 
• Ohio is projected to add 425,800 jobs between 2004 and 2014, 
but at the same time to lose 77,000 manufacturing jobs.  
• The largest job growth will be in the health care and social services; 
administrative and waste services; professional and technical 
services; accommodation and food services; and retail trade sectors. 
• In February 2008, 352,000 persons in the Ohio labor force (6.0% 
unadjusted) were unemployed, with unemployment rates ranging 
from 4.8% in the Central region to 7.5% in the Southern region.  
Focus group observations: 
• Replacement of well-paying manufacturing jobs with lower-paying 
service jobs has contributed to growing number of “working poor.”  
• There is a need to develop jobs that pay a living wage, across a 
wide range of skill and education levels. 
Action Case Studies: 
• Community Action Committee of Pike County operates the 
Microenterprise/Small Business Lending Program, which provides 
financing, training, and counseling, with a focus on assisting 
persons who are unable to secure a traditional loan.  
• WSOS Community Action Commission provides training in marine 
trades, developed in collaboration with employers that enables 
trainees to get good jobs that address a gap in local labor market.  
Introduction 
According to Rooting Out Poverty, economic development initiatives 
need to be sustainable, not merely creating a targeted number of jobs, 
but providing a diverse range of opportunities for employment, as 
well as new small business and entrepreneurship. Education and 
training opportunities should allow workers and businesses to keep 
pace with changes in the globalized economy. Financial literacy 
education can help people both at home and at work. A long-term 
comprehensive approach to economic development would also 
address issues of social justice, while enhancing economic, cultural, 
and natural resources for future generations.  
This section includes: 1) data on Ohio employment and 
unemployment trends; 2) focus group comments on the need for 
increasing skill levels of workers and wage levels of jobs; and 3) case 
studies of how two CAAs are addressing these employment needs.  
Facts and figures 
Employment trends 
Employment growth sectors: From 2004 to 2014, the state Bureau 
of Labor Market Information projects that Ohio employment will 
increase by 7.3%, or 425,800 jobs. Job growth is expected to be 
highest in the following industries: health care and social services 
(129,900 jobs; +19.9%); administrative and waste services (67,700 
jobs; +22.1%); professional and technical services (44,300 jobs; 
+19.7%); accommodation and food services (47,700 jobs; +11.2%); 
and retail trade (37,800 jobs; +6.1%). Several of the fastest growing 
occupations (Table 12) and Ohio’s largest employers (Table 13) are 
within these growth industries. 
Table 12.   Ohio's Fastest Growing Occupations, 2004-2014
Occupation
Average 
wage 
2004
Education or 
training level
$
Home Health Aides 9.42 Short-term OJT
Computer Software Engineers, Applications 35.10 Bachelor's degree
Medical Assistants 11.98 Moderate-term OJT
Dental Assistants 14.19 Moderate-term OJT
Amusement and Recreation Attendants 7.73 Short-term OJT
Personal and Home Care Aides 8.86 Short-term OJT
Postsecondary Teachers na na
Registered Nurses 26.09 Associate's degree
Computer Systems Analysts 32.49 Bachelor's degree
Business Operations Specialists (Other) 24.18 Bachelor's degree
Source:  Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
Notes: Among occupations with growth rate of 20%+ and annual openings
of 500+ for the projected period;  OJT: On-the-job training
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Employment loss sectors: Although 2004-2014 projections show 
overall job growth, the projections indicate a loss of 77,700 jobs in 
the manufacturing industry over this period. Manufacturing has 
historically provided good jobs for workers who have lower education 
levels. Some Economic Development Regions are more heavily 
vested in manufacturing than others (Map 4). The Northern, 
Northeast Central, and Southwest regions each had over 100,000 
manufacturing jobs in 2005 (Appendix C). These regions also had 
high numbers of job losses from 2001 to 2005; the Northern region 
lost nearly 30,000 jobs in this period. Proportionally, manufacturing 
jobs had the greatest presence in the North Central and West 
Central regions, where the sector represented 20% of all employment 
in each region. Other struggling industries in Ohio include 
agriculture, mining, and utilities—representing a projected combined 
loss of about 11,000 jobs from 2004 to 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 
Map 4:  Manufacturing Employment, Ohio Counties, 2005 
 
Unemployment trends 
In February 2008, the unadjusted unemployment rate for Ohio was 
6.0% (5.3% seasonally adjusted; compared to 4.8% U.S.) or 
approximately 352,000 unemployed labor force participants. Looking 
at the past three decades, Ohio’s unemployment rate was at a 
heightened level in the early 1980’s (above 10%, unadjusted) and 
then settled into a range of above 4.5% to 7.0% since 1995. The 
February 2008 unemployment for the 12 Economic Development 
Regions (Table 14) ranged from 4.8% for the Central EDR to 7.5% 
for the Southern EDR. 
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Table 13.   Ohio's Top Private Sector Employers, 2006
Occupation
Ohio  
employment 
estimate 
(FTE)
Headquarters 
location
#
Wal-Mart Stores 50,000 Bentonville, AR
Cleveland Clinic Health System 34,800 Cleveland, OH
Kroger Company 34,130 Cincinnati, OH
University Hospitals Health System 25,000 Cleveland, OH
Ohio State University 24,400 Columbus, OH
Catholic Healthcare Partners 23,000 Cincinnati, OH
General Motors Corporation 19,300 Detroit, MI
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 18,250 Dayton, OH
General Electric Company 17,000 Fairfield, CT
JP Morgan Chase & Company 17,000 New York, NY
Source:  Ohio Department of Development
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Focus group perspectives 
We need more opportunities for people to earn a decent wage if 
they’re willing to work. If it’s not a living wage, then you have to 
support them some other way. We need to develop jobs across the 
range. Keep good jobs and provide backup services for low-paying 
jobs, which are still a necessary part of the economy. 
Focus group attendees agreed that their communities need to 
develop jobs across a wide range of skill and education levels, with 
most providing a living wage. The replacement of well-paying 
manufacturing jobs with low-paying service jobs has been a key 
factor in the growing number of working people in poverty. Some 
focus group participants suggested the possibility of unionizing 
service jobs, assessing potential repercussions and advocating 
unionization if appropriate. Other participants mentioned 
microenterprise loans to help people start up side businesses to 
supplement their regular wages.  
CAA services 
Community Action Agencies provide a range of employment-related 
services, including job referral and placement services, counseling, 
and training. In program year 2006, CAAs helped nearly 30,000 
Ohioans with employment-related services (Table 15). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 14.   Unemployment by EDR, Feb 2008 (unadjusted)
Economic 
Development 
Region Labor force
Unemployed 
labor force
Unemployment  
rate
# # %
1. Central 974,600 46,600 4.8
2. Northwest 463,800 32,500 7.0
3. West Central 203,000 11,300 5.6
4. SW Central 595,200 35,400 5.9
5. Southwest 825,600 41,300 5.0
6. North Central 264,500 18,100 6.8
7. Southern 199,900 14,900 7.5
8. Northern 978,900 62,600 6.4
9. NE Central 726,000 42,600 5.9
10. East Central 280,200 19,000 6.8
11. Southeast 120,400 8,700 7.2
12. Northeast 271,300 19,000 7.0
Ohio 5,903,400 352,000 6.0
Source:  Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
Table 15.   CAA Employment-Related Services, PY2006
Service Description Served
#
Information/Referral 9,615
Job Counseling 5,192
Job Placement 2,647
On the Job Training 266
Employment Generating Projects 3,071
Skills Training 1,727
Other Projects, incl. Organization/Advocacy 6,631
Source:  Ohio Department of Development 
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Action Case Studies:  
Build an economy that works for all 
• Agency: Community Action Committee (CAC) of Pike County  
• Program/Initiative: Microenterprise/Small Business Lending 
Program 
• Service Area: Pike, Jackson, Ross, and Scioto counties 
• Number of People Served: Small business loans have been 
awarded to 87 applicants since 1994, creating 129 businesses and 
creating or retaining 373 jobs; 504 individuals have enrolled in 
business planning classes. 
• Annual Program Budget: $150,586 in Program Year 2007, in 
addition to loan pool 
• Program Funding Source: Ohio Department of Development, 
Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, Community Services 
Block Grant, and loan interest 
• Person(s) Interviewed: Chris Ervin, Business Development 
Program Director    
Pike County CAC provides loans and counseling to individuals wishing 
to start up or expand a small business in its four-county service area. 
The loans, ranging from $200 to $250,000, have supported new 
business ventures by low- and moderate-income residents and provided 
a financial boost to existing small business owners unable to secure 
traditional loans from banks. In total, the agency has lent more than $2 
million, with an average loan of $23,400. 
The agency’s Microenterprise/Small Business Lending Program operates 
as a revolving fund, through which loan repayments are available to 
fund new loans. Initially, the revolving fund stood at $60,000, but due 
to the program’s success, the Ohio Department of Energy awarded 
$1.5 million to Pike County CAC. That money was targeted initially to 
workers laid off from a local uranium enrichment facility.  
Since 1994, 87 people have received loans, creating 129 businesses 
and creating or retaining 373 jobs. Loan recipients have used the 
money to open or expand businesses that include a restaurant, 
convenience store, oil change station, insurance agent office, 
photography studio, candle-making operation, and a formalwear 
clothing store. The loans, which have a 6.5% to 9.0% interest rate, can 
be used to purchase machinery, equipment, inventory, insurance, 
advertising, promotional materials, furniture, fixtures, supplies, 
leasehold improvements, utilities and working capital, commercial real 
estate, and building renovations.  
The Microenterprise/Small Business Lending Program is designed for 
residents unable to secure traditional loans from banks due to credit 
problems or perceived risk. Loan applications go through a two-part 
approval process: an internal review by Pike CAC staff and then a 
review by an external committee, consisting of a small business owner, 
banker, health center administrator, non-profit agency director, county 
commissioner, and a director of a local economic development 
initiative. To qualify for a loan, applicants must have 100% collateral 
and complete a written business plan.  
Pike County CAC also offers classes and one-on-one counseling to help 
current and aspiring business owners learn more about running a 
business and preparing a business plan. Since 1994, 504 residents have 
enrolled in the classes and 284 have completed the training. 
During the 5-week class, Pike County CAC brings in experts from the 
community, including a small business owner, attorney, and staff from 
The Ohio State University South Centers in Piketon, to discuss cash flow 
projections, marketing, legal issues, and business operations. One-on-
one counseling is available for those unable to attend the classes. 
During the counseling sessions, Pike CAC staff works with potential 
loan applicants to determine whether starting up a small business is the 
right choice for them. If not, staff provides applicants with other means 
of assistance to find employment or advance in their careers. 
The class costs $80, but Pike County CAC discounts tuition for people 
with more limited means, and it is free for individuals with incomes 
under 150% of the federal poverty line. Counseling is offered free of 
charge. About half of program participants have been low- to 
moderate-income.  
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• Agency: WSOS Community Action Commission, Inc. 
•  Program/Initiative: “Skills for Life” Marine Trades Training 
• Service Area: Wood, Sandusky, Ottawa, and Seneca counties 
• Number of People Served: About 12 to 15 individuals enroll in 
each training course. Since 2001, approximately 100 individuals 
have completed course. 
• Annual Program Budget: $30,000 for a 16-week class 
• Program Funding Source: Ohio Department of Job and Family 
Services funding sources (including Temporary Assistance for Needy 
Families; Prevention, Retention & Contingency; Workforce 
Investment Act; and Trade Adjustment Assistance); Ohio 
Rehabilitation Services Commission; U.S. Veterans Administration; 
employers; self pay and fee for service 
• Person(s) Interviewed: Kerrie Carte, Development Specialist    
WSOS Community Action Commission, Inc. (WSOS), in partnership 
with other organizations, has developed a comprehensive training 
course to prepare individuals for marine mechanic jobs, which are in 
high demand in the region off Lake Erie. Launched in summer 2001 
with a grant from the U.S. Department of Labor, the “Skills for Life” 
Marine Trades Training program combines marine mechanics training 
with boat safety, CPR and First Aid training, work ethic training, and a 
range of supportive services. The 16-week, 320-hour program 
culminates in a state certificate.  
WSOS and the Ottawa County Improvement Corporation (OCIC) 
developed the training program after hearing from Lake Erie marinas, 
dealers, and other boat-related businesses about their struggles to find 
qualified marine mechanics. Prior to the program, marine technical 
skills training was not offered in any training institution within 150 
miles of the area.  
Employers and civic leaders have helped to craft the training 
curriculum. Based on their feedback, WSOS and OCIC worked with 
Penta Adult Career Center to customize the marine maintenance and 
repair training curriculum and supplemented it with the U.S. Coast 
Guard Auxiliary’s boating safety certification, the Ohio Department of 
Natural Resource’s boating law certification, and Red Cross CPR and 
First Aid training. Employer feedback also led to the addition of an 
intake and assessment process to determine trainees’ level of education 
and job readiness, as well as any barriers to employment, such as 
chemical dependency issues, transportation and child care needs. 
WSOS refers individuals to supportive services before proceeding with 
training.  
The “Skills for Life” program is offered once or twice a year, with 12 to 
15 students enrolled. The program is open to all residents with reading 
and math levels above the ninth grade. Tuition is $3,000, but many 
trainees qualify for federal training subsidies targeted to low-income 
adults, displaced and trade-affected workers, welfare recipients, and 
individuals with disabilities.  
To date, nearly 100 people have graduated from the program and, 
upon getting a job in the marine trades, earn an average $16.95 an 
hour. In a study tracking the outcomes of the first two classes to go 
through the program, more than half of graduates were still employed 
after six months, and 60% had received a wage increase.  
WSOS is now working with its partners to develop an advanced marine 
mechanic program to take graduates and incumbent workers to the 
next step on the career ladder. Currently, high-performing graduates 
from “Skills for Life” can qualify for a scholarship from marine engine 
manufacturer Volvo Penta of the Americas, Inc. to enroll in its more 
advanced training program, housed locally in Ottawa County. The 
company, which relocated its training facility from Chicago, has also 
donated materials and equipment for use in the “Skills for Life” 
program. 
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4c. Invest in the future 
Snapshot 
• More than 30% of the 130,000 children who enter kindergarten in 
Ohio each year require some type of intervention services. 
• The 2005-06 high school graduation rate for Ohio’s economically 
disadvantaged students was 75.0%, compared to 89.1% for 
students who were not economically disadvantaged. 
• More than 2.1 million Ohio adults age 25-54—nearly half of the  
prime working age population—have no postsecondary education  
• In regions with large urban centers—Central, Southwest, 
Northern—24% or more adults have Bachelor’s degrees, compared 
to fewer than 12% in the Southeast and East Central regions.  
Focus group observations: 
• Funding for education and health programs are long-term 
investments in human potential. 
• Adults face challenges in balancing short-term and long-term 
objectives with regard to adult education and employment.  
• Marketable job and life skills need to be a part of K-12 curriculum 
and youth programming.  
Action Case Study: 
• The Cincinnati-Hamilton County Community Action Agency 
Blueprint for Success program provides training for youth in 
construction trades, along with academic and support services. The 
Fatherhood Initiative helps fathers become more engaged parents.   
Introduction 
The Rooting Out Poverty report states that public spending on 
programs for education, health, recreation, and other services should 
be viewed as an investment in the future. At a base level, this 
investment can avert future public costs, such as a greater need for 
public assistance or lost tax revenues. Preventative health care is one 
example of how larger risks can be reduced. More broadly speaking, 
forward-looking investment benefits the community at large.  
This theme is applicable to all generations. Education and training 
for children and workers should provide opportunity for success in 
both the near term and the future. Financial literacy programs can 
help people begin to build assets to pass on to the next generation. 
Rooting Out Poverty recognizes the relationship between addressing 
current and long-term needs.  
This section includes: 1) data on kindergarten readiness, student 
achievement, and adult education levels; 2) focus group comments 
on ways to strengthen families and opportunities for children; and 3) 
a case study on the strategies that Cincinnati-Hamilton County 
Community has taken to invest in the future of its local community. 
Facts and figures 
Kindergarten readiness 
In Ohio, more than 30% of the 130,000 children who enter 
kindergarten each year require some type of intervention service 
(School Readiness Indicators Initiative). Children from low-income 
families are more likely to start school with limited language skills, 
health problems, and social and emotional problems that interfere 
with learning (Getting Ready). A recent study found that 28% of 3-
year olds in Ohio participate in publicly-supported programs before 
kindergarten (e.g. Head Start, special education, or other subsidized 
pre-K providers) (Belfield). 
K-12 student achievement 
Students in Ohio K-12 school systems are required to take a series of 
tests to measure their mastery of core curriculum. An example is the 
3rd grade reading tests. Test passage rates by economically 
disadvantaged students (primarily those eligible for the federal free 
and reduced lunch program) vary across the state (Appendix D). In 
school year 2005-06, urban counties with the lowest overall passage 
rates (below 65%) were Cuyahoga, Franklin, Hamilton, and Lucas. 
Rural counties with low passage rates were Preble, Morgan, Carroll, 
and Pike (Map 5). 
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High school graduation provides a pathway to higher education, 
while low educational attainment is correlated with high poverty 
rates (Section 3, Table 8). However, low-income students face 
challenges to achieving this education milestone. In the 2005-06 
school year, the state graduation rate for economically disadvantaged 
students was 75.0%, while the rate for non-economically 
disadvantaged students was 89.1%. Data on passage of the new Ohio 
Graduation Tests, a requirement for graduation, also show this 
disparity. In the class of 2007, 81.1% of economically disadvantaged 
students passed all five tests by March of their senior year, compared 
to 93.3% of students who were not economically disadvantaged 
(Ohio Department of Education). 
Map 5:  3rd Grade Reading Proficiency among Economically 
Disadvantaged Students, County Average, School Year 2005-06 
Adult education attainment 
As of 2004, 3.7% of all jobs statewide required an Associate’s degree, 
and 17.5% of jobs required a Bachelor’s degree or higher. 
Consequently, at least one of every five jobs in Ohio requires a 
college degree (ODJFS, Job Outlook 2014, August 2007). The 
portion of jobs requiring more than a high school diploma is likely 
much higher. A recent study estimates that more than half of jobs in 
Ohio (53%) require some form of postsecondary education and 
training below a four-year degree (The Workforce Alliance, 2008) 
(also Section 4b, Table 12). 
However, many Ohio adults do not have the education and skills 
needed to succeed in the workplace. More than 2.1 million Ohio 
adults age 25 to 54—nearly half of the state’s prime working age 
population—have no postsecondary education (Community 
Research Partners, March 2008) (Table 16).  
Economic Development Regions with large urban centers—Central, 
Southwest, and Northern—have higher levels of educational 
attainment among their adult populations (24% or more with 
Bachelors degrees or higher), reflecting their concentrations of high-
skill employment opportunities and higher education institutions 
(Table 17). Conversely, fewer than 12% of adults in the Southern 
and East Central regions have this level of education. 
 
Table 16.   Ohio Adult (ages 25-54) Education Snapshot, 2006
Educational attainment level Number of adults
Percent of 
adults
# %
Less than high school 473,450 9.8
High school or GED only 1,700,030 35.3
Some college (no degree) 986,390 20.5
Associate's degree or higher 1,651,640 34.3
4,811,510 100.0
Source:  Working Poor Families Project
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Focus group perspectives 
Right now we are building prisons based on third and fourth 
grade test scores. What we should be worried about is making sure 
people are really ready to take care of their families when they 
leave high school. 
Focus group participants observed that public expenditures for 
education, health, and community development should be reframed 
as a long-term investment to better reflect the magnitude of 
potential benefits. “Education is a direct line to economic 
development,” said one participant, relaying a sentiment that was 
common across all the focus groups.  
Participants discussed the challenges in balancing short-term and 
long-term objectives, particularly with regard to adult education 
versus employment. Public assistance programs such as Ohio Works 
First have requirements on work hours that, combined with family 
responsibilities, can leave little time for school. Even where the 
requirements permit some time for education, this is often not 
enough to attain a degree, let alone any prerequisite education the 
beneficiary may need before starting their degree program. 
Participants described other programs, such as Individual 
Development Accounts, that link short- and long-term goals, 
providing incentives to beneficiaries to save a greater portion of their 
employment income.  
At the youth level, participants noted efforts to link education and 
future work. For example, alternative schools bring financial literacy, 
life skills, and job skills, such as interviewing, into the classroom. 
YouthBuild and other programs take a comprehensive approach, 
where students attain a GED while gaining marketable job skills and 
addressing underlying personal issues. In Cleveland, the Fatherhood 
Initiative seeks to strengthen youth home and family foundations by 
engaging fathers in building relationships with their children and 
helping fathers to stabilize their financial situations.  
CAA services 
In program year 2006, Community Action Agencies throughout 
Ohio worked to improve education outcomes in their respective 
communities. Over 76,000 people were served by a range of CAA 
services, including Head Start, daycare, and counseling. 
Table 17.   Education Attainment of Adults Age 25+ by EDR, 2000
Economic 
Development 
Region
Less 
than HS 
diploma
HS 
diploma 
only
Some 
college
Associate's 
degree
Bachelor's 
degree+
% % % % %
1. Central 14.4 31.4 20.6 5.7 27.9
2. Northwest 16.1 37.0 20.9 7.0 19.1
3. West Central 15.4 45.9 17.0 7.4 14.3
4. SW Central 16.6 35.4 21.2 6.7 20.1
5. Southwest 16.9 30.3 19.6 6.3 26.9
6. North Central 18.9 45.7 17.4 5.6 12.4
7. Southern 25.8 42.8 16.3 5.1 10.0
8. Northern 17.4 31.4 21.6 5.7 23.8
9. NE Central 15.0 37.4 20.3 5.3 21.9
10. East Central 21.1 46.5 15.9 5.4 11.1
11. Southeast 19.4 44.3 16.5 6.3 13.5
12. Northeast 18.0 42.7 19.1 5.0 15.2
Ohio 17.0 36.1 19.9 5.9 21.1
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census
Table 18.   CAA Education-Related Services, PY2006
Service Description Served
#
Information/Referral 15,447
Counseling 4,750
Public Education 18,240
Head Start 18,090
Day Care 1,168
ABE/GED 3,570
Other Projects, incl. Organization/Advocacy 14,989
Source:  Ohio Department of Development
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Action Case Study: Invest in the future 
• Agency: Cincinnati-Hamilton County Community Action Agency  
• Program/Initiatives: Blueprint for Success and Fatherhood 
Initiative 
• Service Area: City of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
• Number of People Served: Blueprint for Success has graduated 
85 individuals since 2005. Fifty-two fathers participated in the 
agency’s Fatherhood Initiative in 2007.  
• Annual Program Budget: Blueprint for Success: $825,000 for 
Program Year 2007; Fatherhood Initiative Services: $95,336 for 
Program Year 2007 
• Program Funding Source: Blueprint for Success: United Way of 
Greater Cincinnati ($75,000), City of Cincinnati HOME Grant 
($225,000), City of Cincinnati Community Development Block 
Grant ($500,000), and Chase Bank ($25,000); Fatherhood Initiative: 
Community Services Block Grant;  
• Person(s) Interviewed: Shawn Kerley, Youth Services Director; 
John Garner, Fatherhood/Healthy Relationships Program 
Coordinator; Verline Dotson, Head Start/Early Head Start Director   
Cincinnati-Hamilton County CAA delivers a range of programs to serve 
disadvantaged children and youth and their families. The agency has 
built partnerships in the community and created connections between 
programs to enhance their impact. The case study highlights Blueprint 
for Success and the Fatherhood Initiative. 
Blueprint for Success 
Cincinnati-Hamilton County CAA launched Blueprint for Success in 
2005, in partnership with the city of Cincinnati, construction 
companies, education institutions, and community-based 
organizations. The 9-month pre-apprenticeship construction training 
program is targeted to Cincinnati residents, ages 18 to 24, who did not 
complete high school, have a criminal record, or are unemployed.  
The program consists of lab-based construction trades training and 
instruction in financial literacy and life skills. Participants who need to 
earn a GED spend a couple of hours a day preparing for the exam. The 
program culminates in on-the-job training at a construction worksite. 
Youth participants rehabilitate abandoned houses under the direction 
of a local construction company. The renovated properties are sold, 
with profits used to cover program costs. Youth also build new homes 
as volunteers through Habitat for Humanity.  
Youth participants earn a monthly stipend of $360 while participating in 
the program. They are provided with tools, tool box, tool belt, and steel-
toed boots, which they keep as graduation gifts after completing the 
program. Upon graduation, participants who want to enter the 
construction industry are guaranteed a job interview in the field. Skills 
learned in the program, including communication, work ethic, and 
leadership, can help the youth pursue other careers or higher education.  
The number of youth participating in the program has grown over the 
years. Thirty-three graduated from the most recent class, more than the 
last three classes combined. A total of 85 youth have completed the 
program since 2005. Of that, 75 became employed, including 48 who 
took jobs in construction. Sixteen students have earned a GED, 
including 8 out of 10 students in the most recent class who took the 
test. Eight students have enrolled in postsecondary education.  
To reduce barriers to employment, Blueprint for Success staff helps 
youth participants with child care, child support matters, rent or utility 
payments, and housing. In addition, program staff refers youth to 
individual or family counseling. Staff also encourages participants to 
engage in other agency programs, such as the Fatherhood Initiative.  
Fatherhood Initiative 
Cincinnati-Hamilton County CAA provides a series of trainings, 
workshops, and supports to help fathers become more engaged 
parents. The agency’s 13-week Fatherhood Initiative uses the “Fragile 
Families” curriculum to teach fathers a range of good parenting 
techniques and how to navigate the child support system, raise their 
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self-sufficiency, and better handle conflict and anger. Fathers also 
receive tips on having healthy relationships and marriages. 
In 2007, 52 fathers participated in the program, 20 of whom achieved 
two or more of the following goals:  
• Employed or enrolled in postsecondary vocational training 
• Interacted with their children more frequently 
• Initiated or continued financial support of their children 
• Improved their understanding of the child support system 
• Filed a legal motion regarding payment, paternity, or visitation.  
The agency provides several opportunities for fathers to get involved 
with their children, including a dinner and movie night. In addition, 
fathers grill picnic food and act as coaches and referees for the soccer 
league that the agency has set up for Head Start children.  
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4d. Maximize equality of 
opportunity  
Snapshot 
• Racial and ethnic disparities exist in mortgage lending, 
homeownership, and business ownership, which can provide paths 
to asset accumulation.   
• 2.1 million Ohioans struggle to cover basic needs despite existing 
public supports, due to gaps in program coverage and eligibility. 
• One-third of eligible Ohioans do not receive food stamps and 
260,000 eligible adults and children do not receive health benefits.   
Focus group observations: 
• Agencies are providing programs focused on financial literacy, 
emphasizing the need to save and build assets. Related 
programming includes low-fee check cashing and free tax 
preparation.  
• Service providers combine technology and targeted ground-level 
outreach to reach people in need and provide programming across 
wide geographic service areas.   
Action Case Study: 
• Columbus-Franklin County CAA has hired multi-lingual staff to help 
immigrants and refugees access programs and services. 
Introduction 
Rooting Out Poverty describes the goal of equality of opportunity is to 
create a society where individual talents and efforts are maximized 
for the benefit of both individual and community. The expectation is 
that laws, regulations, and programs create a level playing field, 
removing barriers to housing, education, and other means of 
maximizing one’s potential and abilities. To maximize equality of 
opportunity, government, community stakeholders, and the private 
sector must work together, first to create opportunities and ensure 
equal access and then to reach out to potential beneficiaries about 
new programs.  
This section discusses the issue of equal opportunity with: 1) data on 
disparities in asset accumulation and benefits gaps; 2) focus group 
input on local efforts to maximize access to services and benefits 
through education and outreach; and 3) a case study on the special 
efforts of the Columbus-Franklin County Community Action 
Agency to reach out to the growing Somali population.  
 
Facts and figures 
Asset accumulation 
Asset development can be key to breaking the cycle of poverty for 
Ohio families. However, black and Hispanic populations, which 
have the highest poverty rates among racial and ethnic groups, also 
face disparities in key measures of asset development. The 
homeownership rate for all Ohioans was 70.0% in 2006, compared to 
rates of 41.9% for black households and 49.2% for Hispanic 
households. The Columbus and Franklin County Fair Housing Plan 
found continued disparities in mortgage lending in the Columbus 
metro area. In 2006, denial rates for black applicants ranged from 9.2 
percentage points higher than white applicants for government home 
purchase loans, to 16.0 percentage points for conventional home 
purchase loans, and 22.4 percentage points for home improvement 
loans (Community Research Partners, April 2008). 
The Census Bureau’s Survey of Business Owners, last conducted in 
2002, showed disproportionately low rates of minority business 
ownership in Ohio. Across sectors and among privately-owned 
businesses for which race/ethnicity could be established, only 4.4% of 
businesses were owned by blacks and 0.9% by Hispanics, lower than 
their share of the overall population, which was 11.2% for blacks and 
2.0% for Hispanics.  
Public benefits gaps 
Policy Matters Ohio reports that 2.1 million Ohioans (about 20%) 
struggle to cover basic needs despite existing public supports. Data 
on participation levels in public assistance programs, such as 
Medicaid, Ohio Works First, and Food Stamps, suggest many in 
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financial hardship are not obtaining available public resources (Table 
19). A portion of this hardship is due to coverage gaps, or failure of 
eligible recipients to receive benefits on account of under-resourced 
public support programs or cumbersome administrative processes. 
The study also highlighted the issue of eligibility gaps—or the set of 
persons or households with demonstrable needs that fail to qualify 
for benefits based on current policy guidelines (Woodrum).  
Policy Matters Ohio estimates that approximately: 
• One-third of eligible Ohioans, over 550,000, do not receive food 
stamps 
• 87% of children eligible for child care assistance, nearly 325,000, 
do not receive it 
• 260,000 adults and children eligible for public health coverage 
(Medicaid and SCHIP) do not access benefits 
• 80% of Ohioans eligible for Ohio Works First (TANF), about 
915,000 persons, do not access benefits 
Focus group perspectives 
Transportation can be a huge barrier for just about everything. 
People are not coming into our office anymore. We are doing more 
by fax, e-mail, and phone to deal with clients. 
The focus groups discussed a wide range of activities to provide for 
and promote opportunities. An example from the private sector side 
is Key Bank, which is partnering with organizations that have 
existing client bases to offer financial literacy education emphasizing 
the need to save and build assets. The bank is also providing services 
such as low-fee check cashing to those who would not qualify for 
traditional accounts. In Cleveland, a local coalition called Cleveland 
Saves provides free tax preparation services at five sites, with free 
software and training from the IRS. This service also acts as a 
mechanism to inform people about stimulus rebate checks and 
appropriate tax credits, including the Earned Income Tax Credit and 
the Child Tax Credit. 
According to focus groups, technology is offering a new means to 
bridge the distance between service provider and client, particularly 
in rural areas where populations are dispersed and public 
transportation is often minimal. Broadband initiatives, along with 
economically priced computers, are bringing Internet access into 
many homes for the first time. Guernsey, Monroe Noble Tri-
County CAC, for instance, has expanded its broadband program in 
southern Monroe County, an area not served by high-speed Internet 
providers and where two-thirds of program users did not even have 
basic Internet service at home.  
Internet access provides the means for a range of services, including 
public assistance and tools like the Ohio Benefit Bank (OBB), a 
web-based application that determines eligibility for food stamps, 
Medicaid, Ohio Works First, and other benefits. Food banks have 
taken the lead in training volunteers to administer OBB at 
convenient locations throughout the community, including service 
agencies, churches, and other organizations. Volunteers help 
individuals check their eligibility and fill out applications for benefits. 
Table 19.  Program Participation and Percent EDR Population, 2007
Economic 
Development 
Region
# % # % # %
1. Central 259,210 14.4 168,931 9.4 31,824 1.8
2. Northwest 135,933 15.2 88,581 9.9 16,072 1.8
3. West Central 42,377 11.1 23,014 6.0 1,549 0.4
4. SW Central 160,890 13.9 98,963 8.5 16,548 1.4
5. Southwest 187,907 11.8 115,289 7.2 20,924 1.3
6. North Central 75,481 14.4 44,960 8.6 3,900 0.7
7. Southern 103,088 23.7 68,349 15.7 8,445 1.9
8. Northern 301,148 15.6 219,521 11.4 28,566 1.5
9. NE Central 163,527 12.0 105,094 7.7 18,278 1.3
10. East Central 100,605 17.2 64,597 11.1 6,849 1.2
11. Southeast 47,786 18.8 30,186 11.9 3,820 1.5
12. Northeast 93,965 16.9 60,853 11.0 10,636 1.9
Ohio 1,671,917 14.6 1,088,338 9.5 167,411 1.5
M edicaid Food Stamps
Ohio Works First 
(combined)
Sources:  Ohio Dept. of Job and Family Services; Ohio Dept. of Development
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Focus group participants cited a number of organizations that have 
taken targeted approaches to reach their clientele. The 
Empowerment Center of Cleveland promoted its food stamp 
program by going to grocery stores and conducting onsite eligibility, 
where staff assisted with filling out the necessary paperwork. Other 
programs cover transition phases, helping a person in prison before 
and as they re-enter society so that they have the skills and training 
to earn a livable wage. 
 
Action Case Study:  
Maximize equality of opportunity  
• Agency: Columbus-Franklin County Community Action Agency 
• Service Area: City of Columbus and Franklin County 
• Program/Initiative: Assist immigrant and refugee populations in 
applying for Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) 
• Number of People Served: Staff assists an estimated 50 
individuals weekly who speak languages other than English 
• Person(s) Interviewed: Zakaria Camara, emergency assistance 
division    
Columbus-Franklin County CAA has hired staff that speaks foreign 
languages to serve the increasing number of immigrants and refugees 
in the county applying for the Home Heating Assistance Program 
(HEAP). One of the multi-lingual staff members, Zakaria Camara, brings 
an unusual resume to the job.  
Camara, a native of Mali, has played soccer professionally in Argentina, 
France, and Portugal and for Mali’s national club in the summer 
Olympics. He came to Columbus to play for the city’s Major League 
Soccer club, The Crew, but was forced to retire after aggravating a 
knee injury. Camara took a job with the Columbus-Franklin County 
CAA emergency assistance division. It became clear soon after his hire 
that Camara, who speaks eight languages, had the language skills and 
cultural sensitivity to assist Somali refugees, Latino immigrants, and 
other non-native English speakers.  
Camara explains the HEAP services and translates the written 
application in Arabic for Somali clients, Spanish for Latino immigrants, 
among other languages. Beyond a translator, he adapts his approach 
for interacting with clients to mesh with their cultural norms, an ability 
he picked up through his extensive world travels. In his spare time, 
Camara shops and eats at Somali businesses where his soccer prowess 
has made him well-known. As a result, Camara has built trust with the 
Somali community and other immigrants. They know to go to him for 
help applying for HEAP. Camara estimates that in a given week he now 
serves 50 clients who speak another language. 
To qualify for traditional or emergency HEAP benefits, clients must 
possess an Ohio driver’s license or state I.D. and hold a household 
income below 175% of the federal poverty guideline. The traditional 
HEAP program makes a one-time payment to the utility company to 
cover winter heating expenses. The emergency program serves 
residents facing disconnection of their utilities. In order to receive 
emergency benefits, households must sign up for a payment plan 
requiring gas and electric companies to accept utility payments based 
on a percentage of the household income. 
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4e. Ensure healthy people 
and places  
Snapshot 
• In 2004, 13% of Ohioans were uninsured; of this group 4 out of 5 
were in working families. 
• In 2007-2008, the average Ohio “housing wage”—the amount 
needed to afford a basic 2-bedroom apartment and utilities—was 
$13.07 an hour. 
• Ohio had 16.8 foreclosure filings in 2007 for every 1,000 
households, with EDRs ranging from 9.3 (Southeast), to a high of 
21.8 (Northern). 
• In early 2008, nearly one in ten Ohioans—1.1 million people—
received food stamps, the highest number in the state’s history. Of 
this total, 78% are not public assistance recipients, an indicator of 
the growth of the working poor population. 
Focus group observations: 
• Problems resulting from a lack of health care can be compounded 
by the stresses of living in poverty and a culture of surviving with 
ongoing financial pressures.  
• Organizations are taking action to address the problems of health 
care, nutrition, and housing faced by low-income families.  
Action Case Study: 
• Community Action Agency of Columbiana County operates three 
medical clinics and one dental clinic, with a focus on preventative 
care. 
Introduction 
Personal health is influenced by both individual and environmental 
conditions. In addition to traditional notions of health care, 
preventative measures of routine checkups, good nutrition, and 
exercise are just as important. Furthermore, the surrounding 
environment of family and community also need to be stable to 
reduce stress factors that can lead to health problems. Rooting Out 
Poverty discusses sustainability at multiple levels, from “green” 
residential design to the context of safe communities that contain a 
variety of amenities (e.g. parks, public transportation). By ensuing 
healthy people and places, a foundation is set for greater productivity 
and economic mobility.  
To outline the current state of health among Ohio’s people and 
places, this section contains: 1) data on medical insurance, affordable 
housing, and adequate food; 2) focus group comments on the 
impacts of poverty on health and how local stakeholders are 
responding; and 3) a case study on the Community Action Agency 
of Columbiana County’s health and dental clinics.  
Facts and figures 
Medical insurance coverage 
The Uninsured Fact Sheet released by the Ohio Hospital Association 
reports that in 2004, 13% of the Ohio population—1.3 million 
people—were uninsured. Of this group, 4 out of 5 were in working 
families. The rate of uninsured was highest—22%—for young adults 
age 19 to 29. In 2004, Ohio’s hospitals provided $733 million in free 
care to the uninsured and received $326 million in reimbursement 
through the Hospital Care Assurance Program. 
Cover the Uninsured, a project of the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, reports that as of 2005-2006, 89.0% of Ohioans have 
health insurance, and 62.8% of employers offer health insurance to 
employees. The initiative also reports that 3 out of 10 Ohio adults 
live below 200% of the federal poverty level; and among them, about 
half (48.6%) are enrolled in Medicaid.  
Safe and affordable housing 
Safe and affordable housing provides stability for households to 
enable them to maintain employment, stay in school, or pursue other 
activities that can help them move out of poverty. However, for 
many Ohioans, affordable housing is not available. Data from the 
National Low Income Housing Coalition indicate that in 2007-2008 
the average Ohio “housing wage” was $13.07 an hour, an increase of 
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26% since 2000. This is the amount that a person working full-time, 
year round would have to earn to afford the Fair Market Rent and 
utilities for a two-bedroom apartment. A worker earning the 
minimum wage of $7.00 would have to work 75 hours a week to 
afford this basic housing (National Low Income Housing Coalition). 
The housing affordability gap also leaves many low-income 
households unable to afford the cost of utilities. In 2006, over one-
half million households statewide (573,172) participated in Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) programs. This 
ranged from about 7% of households in the Southwest EDR to 29% 
in the Southern EDR (Table 20). 
Another sign of economic distress is the increasing numbers of 
foreclosure filings, and Ohio has been hard hit by the national wave 
of home foreclosures. Statewide, there were 16.8 foreclosure filings 
in 2007 for every 1,000 households, with a low of 9.3 in the 
Southeast EDR and a high of 21.8 in the Northern EDR (Appendix 
D). Map 6 displays the rate of foreclosure filings by county. 
Map 6:  Foreclosure Filings per 1,000 Households, 2007 
Adequate food 
The steep increase in demand for food assistance is evidence of the 
economic hardship faced by many Ohioans, even those who are 
employed. In early 2008, nearly one in ten Ohioans—1.1 million 
people—received food stamps. This is the highest number in the 
state’s history, and a 59% increase since 2002 (Figure 3). Among all 
2008 recipients, 78% are not public assistance recipients, an indicator 
of the growth in the working poor population. Although people are 
employed they may not have sufficient income to provide food for 
their family.  
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Table 20.   Energy Assistance by EDR, Program Year 2006
Economic 
Development 
Region
All 
households 
# # %
1. Central 788,165 70,181 8.9
2. Northwest 407,886 41,693 10.2
3. West Central 162,336 17,727 10.9
4. SW Central 518,189 50,388 9.7
5. Southwest 678,333 49,856 7.3
6. North Central 220,386 28,282 12.8
7. Southern 187,556 54,627 29.1
8. Northern 875,816 100,408 11.5
9. NE Central 580,819 54,662 9.4
10. East Central 255,744 47,149 18.4
11. Southeast 111,655 26,534 23.8
12. Northeast 256,396 31,665 12.4
Ohio 5,043,281 573,172 11.4
Source:  Ohio Department of Development
Households receiving 
regular or crisis HEAP
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Figure 3.  Food Stamp Recipients, 2002-2008  
Sources: Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 
Note:  2002-2007 are fiscal year averages; 2008 is based on month of February reporting. 
 
With the increase in food prices, food stamps are providing less and 
less in benefits. The Ohio Association of Second Harvest Food 
Banks notes that food stamps provide only about $1 per person, per 
meal, and provide less than two weeks of groceries. As a result, 
demand at food pantries and soup kitchens has increased. In January 
2008, demand at the Mid-Ohio Food Bank was up 14% over the 
previous year, and the food bank has been forced to reduce the food 
provided to a three-day supply from the previous five-day supply. In 
some parts of the state, pantries have temporarily run out of supplies 
(The Columbus Dispatch). 
Focus group perspectives 
There is a culture of surviving. At $15,000-20,000 and two kids, 
how do you cover costs? Some are living with 3 or 4 families in a 
household to make it. 
Healthcare is a big part of people’s reliance on the system. People 
can’t stay on the job due to health conditions and a lack of private 
insurance. 
Focus group participants noted the stresses that are brought on by 
poverty, difficult living conditions, and a “culture of surviving” with 
ongoing financial pressures. Therefore, it not only has been a matter 
of access to health care, but also a growing number of clients across 
programs who seem to have mental health issues. One focus group 
participant noted that 40-50% of their caseload exhibits signs of 
depression. There is a clear link between personal health and the 
quality of the surrounding environment and circumstances.  
Organizations around the state are taking various measures to 
address issues of health care, nutrition, and housing. The Options 
Program in Cuyahoga County provides home health care for low-
income people who are not eligible for Medicaid. The Marietta 
Ministerial Association and Food Pantries coordinates pantries and 
locates new ones strategically to serve a rural population spread over a 
larger area. The Cleveland Housing Network operates a program 
where tenants who have paid rent for 15 years can then take 
ownership of the property. Housing and community development 
organizations also focus on revitalizing neighborhoods.  
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CAA services 
Addressing emergency needs, as well as supporting the ongoing 
health and stability of low-income members of the community, is a 
central tenet of Community Action Agency work. 
Action Case Study:  
Insure healthy people and places  
• Agency: Community Action Agency of Columbiana County 
• Service Area: Columbiana County 
• Program/Initiative: Section 330 Community Health/Dental 
Centers 
• Number of People Served: 9,915 patients in 2007 
• Annual Program Budget: $3.2 million  
• Program Funding Source: Federal funds ($780,000 per year), 
state funds ($122,000 per year), and private insurance revenue 
from patient visits  
• Person(s) Interviewed: Beth Weir, Health/Dental Centers Chief 
Operating Officer    
Community Action Agency of Columbiana County operates three 
medical clinics and one dental clinic in Lisbon and East Liverpool, 
providing a holistic set of preventative and nonemergency services for 
individuals with and without health insurance. 
The Community Action Agency opened its first clinic in the mid 1980s 
with state funds to serve women and their children. In 1994, the 
agency began receiving federal funds to expand services and remake 
the clinics into federally qualified health centers (FQHC), more 
commonly referred to as community health centers. The agency’s 
clinics now provide a comprehensive set of primary care, such as 
treatment for the common cold and flu; pediatric and gynecological 
services; mental health; teeth cleaning, fillings, and extractions; and 
diabetes treatment. Residents must still go to their local hospital for 
emergency and more specialized care.  
The FQHC designation carries strict requirements that doctors, nurses, 
dentists, hygienists, and other healthcare providers on staff hold certain 
board-certified credentials. Due to the clinics put greater emphasis on 
quality care than a typical physician’s office. As a result of the agency’s 
holistic approach to treating diabetes, including dietician counseling 
Table 21.   Selected CAA Services, Program Year 2006
Service Description Served
#
Emergency Services
Cash/Loan Assistance 9,031
Emergency HEAP 183,639
Other Emergency Energy Support 29,634
Crisis Intervention Case Management 6,543
Homeless Assistance 3,194
Nutrition Services
Surplus Food Commodities 10,105
Food Pantries 33,076
Hot Meals 15,068
Nutrition Education 702
WIC 37,357
Health Services
Medical Transportation 1,807
Medical or Dental Screening 6,852
Immunizations 3,035
Prevention of Alcohol/Drug Abuse 1,015
Pregnancy Related Care 2,583
Family Planning Services 1,060
Rural Health Programs 3,144
Other Primary Health Care 8,043
Source:  Ohio Department of Development
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and podiatric care, patients have been better able to bring medical 
conditions under control than prior to receiving care at the clinic. 
Being a FQHC requires the Columbiana CAA clinics to serve all patients, 
regardless of their ability to pay or type of health or dental insurance. 
The agency charges fees comparable to other doctors and dentists in 
the area, but reduces fees on a sliding scale for lower-income patients. 
Those patients at the deepest level of poverty are charged minimum 
fees of $15 for medical services and $20 for dental services. Some 
services are free of charge for women and children who qualify for 
state-funded family health services. The clinic also accepts private 
health insurance and Medicaid, which has expanded demand for care, 
because few local doctors or dentists now accept Medicaid.  
The number of patients and their total visits to the clinics are up from 
2005 to 2007, and a greater share of patients is below the poverty 
level or uninsured. The agency attributes the increased need to the 
worsening local economy, in which displaced manufacturing workers 
have had to take low-wage jobs without benefits, while employers 
have discontinued health insurance to cut costs. In 2007, the four 
clinics served a combined 9,915 patients, about 10% of the county 
population. The number of patients served is up by about 1,000 since 
2005. In 2007, 45% of patients were poor and one-third uninsured, 
compared to 2005, when about one-quarter of patients were either 
poor or uninsured. In total, there were 30,663 patient visits in 2007, up 
from 27,879 in 2005. 
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5. Taking action in Ohio 
Snapshot 
Barriers to taking action to address poverty: 
• Rising costs and the overall state of the economy have increased 
client demand at the same time that service providers have fewer 
resources. 
• The problems of people in poverty are complex and inter-related. 
Immediate, pressing issues pose challenges to clients and service 
providers in addressing the long-term root causes of poverty.  
• There is a lack of political will at the state and federal level to 
champion the causes for people who are poor. 
• Programs and funding are not designed to address complex 
problems or the unique needs of local communities  
What the state can do: 
• Existing local Ohio best practices should be a starting point in 
reshaping policy. 
• The state should take a comprehensive approach to root out 
poverty, with both targeted anti-poverty strategies and mainstream 
policy and system changes.  
What local stakeholders can do: 
• Greater coordination and flexibility among local service providers 
can help maximize resources and improve outcomes for clients.  
• Stakeholders can be stronger advocates to bring the attention of 
state officials to the problem and to assure that communities and 
individuals access available resources.  
• Service providers can better serve clients by bridging cultural gaps 
between those in poverty and the “mainstream” culture. 
Introduction 
This section of the report focuses on strategies and actions to address 
the poverty and economic hardships facing too many Ohioans. The 
content is primarily taken from the comments of focus group 
participants, who were asked to discuss: what is happening in Ohio 
to “root out poverty;” barriers to implementing these strategies; and 
the role that the state and local stakeholders could play to further 
effective actions. The focus group comments are augmented by 
CRP’s observations from the data analysis. 
Barriers to implementation 
A topic of the focus group discussions was the barriers that 
individuals, program providers, and policymakers face in taking 
actions to root out poverty. 
Rising costs, fewer resources  
The state of the economy and the “new layer” of poverty have 
increased the burden on service providers that are forced to make do 
with fewer or stagnant resources. Rising costs of health care, food, 
transportation, and other basic goods and services are impacting 
beneficiaries and agencies alike:  
HEAP saw a 20%-30% increase this year. There is a huge influx 
in first-time HEAP clients; more people are experiencing poverty 
for the first time. We’re going to have to either cut eligibility or 
cut the level of benefits. 
As the prices of food items have risen, people have become more 
dependent on pantries to meet their needs. In fact, many people have 
come to rely on pantries as a basic part of their family budget. At the 
same time, the pantries themselves have had to face rising costs and 
also dwindling supplies from alternative sources such as the food 
salvage business: 
The pantry has to purchase more food at retail price, and depends 
more on food drives. The availability of food through Second Harvest 
has dropped 75% in the last 5 years. The food recouping and salvage 
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business is now gone—they are selling to places like Big Lots, and 
farmers are now throwing away leftover produce.  
Service providers are facing financial pressures on many different 
fronts. A number of participants noted that the needs of people who 
are poor does not seem to be a priority of the federal government, yet 
it has created mandates such as No Child Left Behind without the 
necessary funding to support local governments. As programs and 
services across the board are struggling to find funds, participants 
noted the need for coordination to achieve economies of scale. The 
local stakeholders in the Marietta focus group, however, felt that 
they already coordinate to a great extent, leaving few opportunities to 
extract further efficiency.  
Problems are complex and inter-related  
The overlaps in the action themes outlined in Rooting Out Poverty 
reveal the complexity of issues that people living in poverty face on a 
day-to-day and long-term basis. Focus groups discussed issues 
ranging from students lacking an educational foundation in math 
and science to the disconnection between the location of job 
opportunities and affordable housing. The following is one example 
of this type of broader issue: 
School funding needs to be resolved in Ohio. There are too many 
disparities in funding for urban school districts. As a result, 
graduation rates in many areas are below 50% and kids are 
dropping out. They aren’t ready to enter the workforce.  
These problems are beyond the scope of service providers and 
community groups. They must be addressed through change in 
mainstream programs and regulations. 
Among service providers and people living in poverty, action towards 
long-term solutions often seems trumped by more immediate, 
pressing concerns. Governments and other agencies face a two-
pronged challenge in keeping up with addressing short-term and 
emergency needs while trying to effectuate comprehensive, long-
term change: 
The programs that work are the ones that don’t just give a 
handout. The system of throwing money around to eliminate 
poverty just doesn’t work. We have to focus on capacity building 
versus relief.  
People who are poor face the same paradox, where families live from 
paycheck to paycheck and cannot focus on the long-term need to 
build assets. There are varying degrees to which existing programs 
tackle both aspects of poverty.  
Programs operate in silos 
Many programs set hard and fast parameters for eligibility, such as 
income limits, which do not recognize that living conditions are 
often in flux for those who are poor. One example is the relationship 
between employment and housing assistance:  
There are good programs out there, but they do not do a good job of 
transition. Housing is terrible—when a beneficiary’s income goes 
over the limit and they need to move out. Then they might lose the 
job, and they can’t go back to housing assistance. Many people are 
one moment of crisis away from moving back into poverty. 
The lack of transitions between, or out of, programs can inhibit 
progress. As soon as a beneficiary has achieved success in one area, 
support in another area is taken away, preventing them from building 
a solid foundation upon which they can move out of poverty.  
While it is important to have program standards and criteria, their 
inflexibility and silo nature create an array of unintended 
disincentives. For example, work-hour requirements for welfare 
benefits discourage clients from pursuing an education that can lead 
to long-term employment success. 
The requirements are also disconnected from other challenges that a 
beneficiary faces, for example, a single parent who needs childcare 
service in order to maintain employment. Programs are limited for 
individuals without children. A prime example of this is the 
difference in EITC benefits for families with children and 
individuals without children.  
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Focus group participants noted that community initiatives 
originating from state government, foundations, or banks can be 
disconnected from actual need. The Marietta group described the 
all-or-nothing proposition that they often face, where potential 
applicants end up with nothing:  
Match and leverage requirements treat issues as if one size fits all—
the minimum is often too high for many rural programs. National 
banks do not provide many resources, and their local branches do not 
have authority or directive to help out. Rural areas and issues are too 
small for foundations such as Ford and Kellogg. The scale is different 
in rural areas—just a little more money could go a long way. 
Policy biases can also lead to missed opportunities. For instance, a 
focus on particular industries, occupations, or education programs for 
workforce development can miss areas where jobs are going 
unfulfilled. In Job Outlook to 2014, the Ohio Department of Job and 
Family Services notes that most job openings are created by the need 
to replace workers, not necessarily in the fastest-growing fields. This 
supports focus group comments about skilled manual jobs that are 
going unfilled as workforce development efforts concentrate on other 
sectors.  
Lack of political will 
Several participants mentioned the lack of political will at the federal 
and state levels to champion causes for people who are poor. The 
people living in poverty seem to be out of sight, indicating a need for 
political leaders and the general public to see them and interact with 
them to understand the true nature and extent of the problems. 
Furthermore, focus group participants suggested that many elected 
officials overlook issues of poverty, focusing their attention on other 
matters important to their voting constituencies. Low voting rates of 
people in poverty and a lack of a defined voting bloc of low-income 
citizens contribute to the marginalization of poverty issues, focus 
group participants noted. 
There is also little pressure from the business sector to hold 
politicians accountable. As more business is owned by conglomerates 
that do not necessarily have knowledge of or commitment to local 
conditions, the civic voice of business is reduced. This pattern has 
been noticeable in the banking industry, where national headquarters 
set criteria for community programs that may not address local 
needs, while mergers have left fewer banks with roots in their 
community.  
There are a number of obstacles in building the political will 
necessary to tackle poverty. For some of the most effective solutions, 
the results are less tangible and the payoff occurs much beyond the 
political term or foundation funding cycle. Establishing public 
support and consensus can be difficult when helping those most in 
need, especially with less popular causes, such as ex-convicts and 
sexual predators who are trying to get and stay on the right path:  
The criminal justice system penalizes people so much, that it’s 
hard to overcome. People are never able to get their record 
expunged. Ohio is one of the worst states for this. So many people 
go to jail, that it’s a big problem. Background checks limit them 
from improving their situation. 
Hindered by disincentives originating from both the public and 
private sectors, people can experience difficulties in finding a job or 
even a place to live.  
Role of the state in facilitating implementation 
Focus groups discussed the appropriate state role in implementing 
actions to move people out of poverty.  
Look local first for best practices 
The state can do more to listen to people in the trenches and learn 
about what’s effective at the grassroots, not just from other states.  
Focus group participants urged that the state develop an 
understanding of local conditions and variations in creating new 
policies. The state needs to understand the true cost of living in 
different parts of the state and the extent to which the minimum 
wage does not cover these costs. Urban and rural areas have different 
sets of problems and needs between and among them. One 
suggestion for balancing different regional needs is to provide 
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flexibility for programming and resources, so that agencies working 
on the ground can direct resources to community needs.  
Participants felt that the State should look to local best practices first 
before seeking expertise or examples from outside Ohio. They 
mentioned instances where the State would introduce new programs 
or criteria just when they were making headway on the previous 
round of initiatives. Instead of state-mandated programs and forced 
collaboration, the State can create more effective policy via local 
participation, consultation, and buy-in.   
Poverty policy as mainstream policy  
Many of the issues and potential solutions discussed by the focus 
groups extend far beyond the needs of people living in poverty. For 
example: 
The state needs to re-think the cost of losing a driver’s license and the 
mandatory insurance law. If you have your license suspended it now 
costs over $1,000 to get it back in many cases.  
Other examples of such topics include encouraging a regional 
approach and reducing layers of local government, and reforming 
term limits to improve the level of institutional knowledge in the 
state legislature.  
Educational reform was a key point of discussion as a broader 
improvement that would benefit all Ohioans, including people in 
poverty. A number of comments focused on curriculum to prepare 
children beyond standardized tests and help them gain skills for 
employment. In part to address the dangers of predatory lending and 
payday loans, there were suggestions to require financial education as 
part of the curriculum. A standardized curriculum should also reach 
down to certified daycare centers, so that children are at similar levels 
when entering school.  
A comprehensive approach to root out poverty  
That some issues of poverty must be addressed through mainstream 
policies does not preclude the need for targeted strategies. However, 
it does highlight the need for a comprehensive approach to solving 
problems. One participant described this as a “continuum of 
services.” The Ohio Benefit Bank is an example of how diverse 
programs can be inter-related. This approach can be applied not only 
to streamlined access to benefits, but also to program reform.  
Focus groups called for bold vision and leadership from the state to 
address poverty trends. Participants suggested that Governor Ted 
Strickland set a short-term target for reducing Ohio’s poverty rate. 
This political will is necessary in order to invest resources in 
programs that have high current costs and long-term payoffs. 
However, focus groups also acknowledged the political context and 
the need to supplement long-term policies with short-term wins to 
build political will.  
In this regard, much can be achieved by the state in the context of 
existing ideas, programs, and resources. The state can seek out and 
promote broader application of local best practices. Existing 
programs can be realigned and made less bureaucratic to better meet 
the needs of clients and beneficiaries. Workforce development and 
the Early Learning Initiative are two examples noted where 
requirements currently are disincentives to participation.  
Program criteria should recognize the fluctuations that can occur in a 
person’s life, especially when they are struggling to move out of 
poverty while balancing multiple responsibilities. Focus group 
participants suggested that qualification requirements for benefits 
should be phased in terms of both the thresholds and the timetables. 
Phasing out benefits over a specified period can provide people time 
to fully move out of poverty and start to build a stable personal and 
economic foundation. Phasing also can eliminate, or at least reduce, 
the distortion of incentives and disincentives around income 
thresholds.  
Role of local stakeholders in implementation 
Focus groups provided input about the role of local stakeholders, 
including Community Action Agencies, local governments, and 
non-profit and private sector partners, in addressing poverty.  
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Interagency coordination for a comprehensive, case 
management approach 
Collaboration, communication, and cost savings among local service 
agencies are vital in making the most of existing resources. Many 
agencies have already sought out these efficiencies and work 
together: 
Our outreach department coordinates services among three 
counties. Lutheran Service has a food pantry. Samaritan House 
provides clothing. There are various agencies. All were acting 
independently, but now we put it all together in one package to 
help in a comprehensive manner. 
In many cases, however, opportunities remain for improvement. 
Agencies should partner with, rather than compete against, one 
another to provide a complete set of services for clients. In some 
cases, action by funders may be needed to remove disincentives to 
cooperation:  
In the non-profit world, we all chase the same money. It makes us 
territorial and we forget to work together.  
The outcome for the client should be a “layering” of services. One 
focus group participant outlined an example where one agency might 
provide job training, while another connects the trainee to 
employment, as a third agency provides resources for job retention 
and further professional development. This framework is valuable 
where resources are limited and no single agency has the capacity to 
integrate services vertically. It also allows for the necessary linkages 
across different fields. In the workforce example, housing and 
childcare may be services that are linked with the training and 
placement package.  
This kind of comprehensive approach to programs and services 
begins to resemble a case management approach at the client level. 
Instead of a client having to deal with different programs separately, 
the programs should look at the whole person, addressing multiple 
issues at once or in succession. If there is holistic, consistent 
involvement by coordinated agencies, the client can then move from 
program to program on a path out of poverty.  
The Breathing Association cited one example of how interagency 
collaboration can better address multiple issues facing clients. 
We partnered with several agencies and a private business to 
improve the home life of our clients. One agency takes care of 
home repair, while other agencies weatherize the home, eliminate 
mold, or handle insect infestations. In addition, a social worker is 
brought in to work with parents and their children on behavior 
modification. This allows us to focus on treatment for breathing-
related health conditions. As a result of the initiative, we are able 
to leverages a larger amount of resources to help serve families in 
a more comprehensive way. 
Advocate for effective policies, programs, and resources 
Focus group participants felt that local stakeholders could be more 
vocal about poverty issues by taking on a larger advocacy role:  
There needs to be sense of urgency among the people we serve. They 
need to be mobilized to stand behind this change, and realize that 
there is something better for them. 
Community Action Agencies need to continue to be a strong 
grassroots voice, fighting for policies and programs to help all those 
in poverty. Advocacy efforts must reach out to both state legislators 
and people living in poverty, reflecting the interface that local 
stakeholders represent between policies and their clients.  
Service providers need to create a cohesive public policy platform, 
incorporating what they have learned by experience. They can tout 
local accomplishments and efficiency, while also reporting back on 
any unintended consequences of policies. This would provide 
legislators the basis to revisit policies, eliminate disincentives, and 
incorporate best practices. CAAs can serve as a data warehouse to 
complement qualitative information with statistical evidence.  
CAAs and other local stakeholders also can work to assure that their 
community is able to access available resources. This might include 
providing technical in grant-writing; public outreach and education 
to assure that low-income residents receive the services for which 
they qualify; and mobilize people living in poverty to develop a 
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recognizable constituency that is recognized by elected and 
appointed officials. 
Bridge the cultural gap between people living in poverty and the 
“mainstream” culture 
CAAs and other programs need to have people on staff who 
understand the culture of the people they are trying to serve. The 
Bridges Out of Poverty training is a good start to this. We need to 
teach the two groups to speak each other’s languages.  
In order to serve as advocates and to take a case management 
approach in serving clients, local stakeholders must bridge the 
cultural gap between their mainstream perspective and that of people 
living in poverty. A “culture of surviving” can entail greater reliance 
on a cash economy, with norms and expectations that can vary 
significantly from the mainstream. Service providers need to 
comprehend the perspective of people who are poor, but they also 
must make sure that clients are aware of the necessity of 
understanding the American mainstream culture in improving their 
economic prospects.  
The idea of service providers and clients bridging the gap by meeting 
halfway came up repeatedly in focus group discussions. Service 
providers need people on staff who are tied to the communities that 
they serve, people who can personally relate to the experiences of the 
client base. Providers must go where their clients are located, 
whether it is through satellite offices in the suburbs or a network of 
food pantries in rural areas. On the other side, clients have to be 
motivated to change their lives. In addition to seeking immediate 
relief, they have to develop the capacity to prosper in the long term. 
Perhaps, as one focus group participant suggested, short-term relief 
can be linked with long-term programs such as financial counseling 
that provide for a broader investment in oneself. 
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6.  Final thoughts 
Economic hardship has no boundaries. A comprehensive policy 
to address poverty would yield benefits for all Ohioans, not just 
for those in poverty.  
The history of American policy on poverty reflects what is a complex 
and continually evolving issue. These characteristics are manifest in 
the nature of the problems that poor persons face every day. Poverty 
can represent a “vicious cycle,” where immediate needs and crises 
limit progress towards a distant, more prosperous future. Policy and 
program implementation must be comprehensive and coordinated in 
response, balancing short- and long-term objectives to provide 
incentives for people to build a solid economic foundation.  
A broad policy context. Rooting Out Poverty contains Action Themes 
that overlap and interconnect to cover a wide range of issues. The 
inputs for this report—literature, social indicators, program data, 
focus groups, case study interviews—are also varied in the breadth of 
topics covered. In the social indicators alone, there are data on 
education, housing, food, energy, and urban and rural geographies. 
In discussing obstacles, focus group participants touched on subjects 
as diverse as school curricula, land use, criminal records, and drivers’ 
licenses. A policy to reduce poverty must incorporate this broad 
perspective within the policy framework. The myriad of unintended 
disincentives in existing programs highlights the need for a 
comprehensive policy approach.  
Leveraging existing local resources. A new approach to addressing 
poverty does not mean reinventing the wheel. The best practices 
noted in the case studies and cited in the focus groups demonstrate 
that Community Action Agencies and other local stakeholders are 
finding ways to succeed, in spite of financial or bureaucratic 
constraints. Considering the diversity of programs that already exist, 
significant progress can be achieved through greater flexibility, 
coordination, and linkages in the use of existing resources. Programs 
can be “layered,” with appropriate transitions and phasing, to create a 
ladder for people to climb out of poverty. In a time of limited fiscal 
resources, facilitating such efficiencies under a bold vision is a more 
feasible option than introducing new large-scale programs and 
mandates.  
Alignment at the state level. In addition to looking to local efforts 
for best practices, the state can build on its own current initiatives. 
Discussions around better alignment of workforce development and 
higher education represent one area where progress is underway. 
Local stakeholders in focus groups also praised the Ohio Benefit 
Bank as an example of a coordinated approach that serves the client 
well. If political will is needed, a track record is in place to capitalize 
upon for further reforms.  
A realistic definition of economic hardship. A comprehensive policy 
to address poverty would yield benefits for all Ohioans, not just for 
those in poverty. The poverty level is far below the incomes that 
people need to be self-sufficient. Even 200% of the federal poverty 
level, under which more than 30% of Ohioans live, may not be 
sufficient to meet basic living costs. Policy experts question the 
adequacy of the official definition of poverty. Today, with the rising 
costs of housing, food, transportation, and other basic goods and 
services, more people are facing economic hardships. In addition to 
those who are trapped in the vicious cycle of poverty, a new layer of 
people are now in need of help.  
Achieving full potential. Being poor is not a matter of race, age, or 
whether one is married or has children. It is not solely in the confines 
of the inner city or the heart of Appalachia. It is true that the data 
show variations across these categories, and this can inform the 
development of targeted strategies. However, the data also show that 
economic hardship has no boundaries, an observation supported by 
the experiences of local stakeholders. Addressing the struggles of 
people living in poverty must be broader than a set of specialized 
programs, because the problems are broader. As stated by Rooting 
Out Poverty, the goal here is not creating a series of handouts, but 
rather equal access to opportunity so that everyone can achieve their 
full potential.
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